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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMF INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR NTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Christopher R. Willoughby DATE: March 18, 1975

FROM: Y. Rovani

SUBJECT: Power Economists

At the present time, only one power or energy economist post is
vacant, for an energy economist, in EMENA.

EMENA has two power/energy posts of which one is filled (Russell).

LAC has no post (but recently recruited Leoni, a well-experienced
economist, as financial analyst, which may help in future).

Every other Region has one-half of a power economist (Montfort
serves East and South Asia; Bolte and Bates handle both power and water
in East and West Africa, respectively).

In my Department, Warford will spend half his time on power;
Mukherjee (principally system planning) can be counted also half time.
Bourcier is full time on energy sector work.

YRovani: em
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rac-ices and Potential

1. Financing of development projects by the IBRD and IDA in
association with other lenders has became an increasingly important
technique for channeling capital to developing countries. This
paper describes the different forms and techniques of co-financing
now in use and examines the past record. Co-financing is, of course,
only one of the forms of cooperation between the World Bank and other
development and financing agencies.

2. The number of co-financed projects has risen from about one
per year during the 1950's to about 30 projects per year in different
sectors. The volume of co-financing has also become significant.
During the fourteen years 1955-1968, other lenders provided $1.4 billion
to developing countries in association with IBRD and IDA;L/ during the six
ye s, F169-71, Co-inaen aunted to 1 b2illion./ If the recent
relationship betwee o icin andi IINi7 lendig were t be
maintained in the FY74-78 lin rogr' a co-finaning might rise to
$6-7 billion.

3. Tables I ad 2 show the distribution of co-financing by sector
and by type of participating agency during FY69-7h.

1/ The da ip -period are t- from work on
co-financing prepared in response to the Pearson Commission Report,
Sec M69-5 i of December 12, 1969.

2/ The data for FY69-74 are from those sources of co-financing identified
in Bank Appraisal and President's Reports as part of project financing.
In some cases, such identification is less precise than others: public
utility companies and development finance companies, for example, normal-
ly have several sources of external capital available concurrently with
the Bank's financing but not included wP~ithin the defined project.
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Table 1: Total Go-financing by Sectors FY69-74

Official
Bilateral Multilateral Export Credit Total Percentage

Sectors On7 (F) (m)0

Agriculture 288 27 - 315 7.h
Industry 2L0 268 979 1,487 34.9
Basic Infrastructure 931 350 1,116 2,397 56.2
Social Sector 37 27 - 64 1.5

Technical
Assistance - 2 - 2 -

Total 1, 97 674 2 095 _.,265 100

1/ Industry includes industry, tourism, and selected DFC projects. Basic
Infrastructure includes power, transportation, water supply and sewerage,
telecommunications, and other public utilities. Social Sector includes
education, population and nutrition, and urban development.

Table 2: Number of Co-financing Operations by Source,
FY69-74

Official Bilateral Multilateral Export Credit
Aid Agencies Aid Agencies Agencies Total

Number of Co-lending
Agency Operations / 174 59 115 348

Number of Bank/IDA
Projects 126 58 53 195

1/ Bank projects may include co-financing from more than one lender so that
the total number of operations by co-financing agencies is greater than
the 195 Bank/IDA projects involved during FY69-74.
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4. The basic forms of co-financing are joint, parallel, and

loan sales. These categories are defined as follows:

a) Joint financing: The association of IBRD or IDA

funds with one or more co-lender

in accordance with standard Bank

procurement rules, to finance a

common list of goods in a given

project.

b) Parallel financing: The association of IBRD or IDA funds

with one or more co-lenders to
finance separate lists of goods in

a given project. The goods financed

by the Bank are procured according
to standard Bank rules; the other

goods are procured according to

procedures established by the co-

lender.

c) Loan sales: The sale of part of a Bank loan

(or, rarely, an IDA credit) to an

agency which then receives payment

of principal and interest (or
principal and service charge in

the case of a credit) through the
Bank or the Association.

5. Portions of loans sold when a loan is made are called "participations";

sales of part of a loan at later stages are called "portfolio sales."

Loan sales are mainly commercial operations and they are infrequent during

periods when market interest rates are higher than the Bank's lending rate.

They are not discussed further in this paper but details, including the

amounts of such sales through FY74, are given in Annex 2.



II. Co-financing: Forms, Sources and Experience

6. Co-financing has two main objectives: to increase the total flow
of capital to developing countries, and to promote the more effective
use of assistance. Often a new or expanding aid program can be committed
or disbursed faster through co-financing than would be possible by the
single donor acting alone. In the case of private or export credit flows,
co-financing may encourage participation in lending to countries where
such capital might otherwise be hesitant to enter. Additionality is
always difficult to measure but even if there is none, co-financing con-

tributes to reducing the costs and improving the efficiency of aid programs.

Other lenders participate in projects for a number of reasons including
the size of the project, the desire to coordinate their activities in
a sector with those of the Bank, to avoid duplication of project appraisal
and supervision, or to limit the manpower required to operate an aid

program. Their terms range from concessionary to commercial.

A. Forms of Co-financing

7. Co-financing refers to any arrangements associating Bank/IDA
funds with other sources of capital to finance a development project.
The two principal types of co-financing are joint financing and parallel
financing. The choice between the two depends on the nature of the
project, the preferences of the co-lender and borrower, the type of
equipment and the procurement procedures.

Joint Financing

8. "Joint financing" refezs to a co-financing opeation in which the
Bank and one or more other lenders share the financing of a common list
of goods and services required for the project. Normally the Bank and
the co-lender each finance a given percentage of every item in proportion

to the relative size of its loan. A pre-requisite to joint financing is
that the arrangements for all procurement conform to the Bank practice
of international competitive bidding open to all members of the Bank and
Switzerland. Hence, these arrangements are greatly facilitated if the
funds being provided by the co-lenders are untied. Joint financing with
sources of tied aid is nevertheless possible on the basis that the co-
lenders agree to finance their proportion of orders falling to suppliers
in their country after ICB. Agreement between the Bank and the co-lender(s)
is reached in advance on the terms (or at least minimum terms) to be
extended by the co-lender to the borrower. In comparing bids for financing
project costs, the terms of financing are excluded from consideration.

9. In joint financing operations, the Bank normally assembles the
group of participants and assumes full responsibility for supervising
procurement and project execution. The Bank incorporates in its loan
agreement a cross default provision giving it the right to premature the



Bank loan if a default occurs on a co-lender's loan and it is prematured;
the co-lender's contract frequently has a similar provision. Relations

between the Bank and an aid agency an be gverne by a general loan

administration agreement. Each co-financier has its own loan contract

with the borrower, but an agreement or memorandum of understanding is
normally concluded between the Bank and the co-lender setting forth the

terms of their cooperation.

Parallel Financing

10. "Parallel financing" refers It a co-finar-ing operation in which

the Bank finances the procurer et of cods and ovi~e on a distinct

list of goods, and the co-lender inances the prc-urement of another list.

The separation of project financing into distinct "packages" is resorted to

typically in cases where the funds of the co-lender are tied. The financial

terms offered by co-lenders may differ, so that - unlike the case of joint
financing - the financial terms may be taken into account in the award of

contracts. In parallel financing operations, the Bank's loan agreement

may or may not have cross default provisions.

11. The terms "organized" and "unorganized" are used in reference to

parallel financing according to whether the Bank does or does not play

an active part in the framework within which an entire project is financed.

In an organized parallel financing operation the Bank arranges the

participation of co-financing partners, seeks to reach agreement on minimum

credit terms and participation in the review and award of contracts. In

unorganized parallel financing the borrower manages the arrangements for

the part of the project not covered by Bank lending. Since co-lenders'

funds are often not available for local procurement in substantial amounts,
the Bank may agree to finance part of any orders won by local suppliers

and contractors.

12. Parallel financing is a flexible technique, but all parallel

operations have the following features:

(a) The Bank and the co-lenders finance different lists of

goods (which often reflect different parts of a project);

(b) Procurement of the goods financed by the Bank is on the

basis of international competitive bidding;

(c) Procurement of the portion financed by the co-lenders is on

the basis of restricted bidding or bilateral negotiations;l/

(d) The Bank appraises the entire project and the project

management entity but does not supervise bidding and

award of contracts financed by co-lenders.

1/ Although the Bank is not a party to such negotiations, it is interested
in assuring that overall project costs are reasonable.



B. Sources of Co-financing

Co-financing With Bilateral Aid Agencies

13. The Bank's practice of selecting only high priority development
projects involving careful identification, appraisal an superision has
encouraged a number of official bilateral agencies to seek association
with Bank projects. A co-financing agency can use the ank's project
management from identification to supervision, particpai in any
step it desires according to its wishes and available .anpower, except
that if its financing is tied it must be responsible for managing the
procurement it finances. The Bank makes available to a co-financier
all technical and economic reports relevant to the project, and the
co-financier can supplement this work as it sees fit thus maintaining
direct contact with the recipient country during project execution.

14. Some aid agencies have concluded general loan administration
agreements with the Bank as a framework for governing relations in
co-financing operations. The Bank has agreements with Norway and Sweden
and has recently (December l 4) concluded such an agreement with the
Federal Republic of Germany.- Even though an operation may be under-
taken in the context of such an agreement, the co-financier maintains its
own aid relationship with the borrower, and the Bank concludes a loan
agreement reflecting its development objectives as it does in a normal
lending operation. In some cases, a tripartite agreement among the
Bank, the co-financier, and the recipient is concluded. The agreement
with Norway confirms Norway's intention to provide financing on an
untied grant basis, to relieve debt burdens (and soften terms) by
participating in joint financing./ for projects for which IBRD/IDA
financing has not yet been arranged, or by portfolio purchases of parts
of loans or credits at any time subsequent to their signing. In
particular cases alternative arrangements may be made. In its agreement,
Sweden has noted its intention to enter into joint financing arrangements
with recipient countries, also recognizing the possibility of alternative
arrangements. The new agreement with Germany provides for both joint
and parallel financing on concessionary terms, and joint appraisal
missions. German financing is, in principle, to be untied but may be
tied if an operation includes another co-lender whose funds are tied.

1/ The Basic Cooperation Agreement drafted between the Bank and Venezuela
notes as an objective of cooperation the co-financing of programs and
projects of a developmental nature outside Venezuela, in fields to be
determined jointly by the Government and the Bank Group.

2/ Norway has identified the areas of rural development, small industries,
education, population and nutrition as those in which cooperation with
the Bank would be most desirable.
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15. During the fourteen years, 1955 through 1968, official bilateral
agencies channeled $1.05 billion to development projects in co-financing
operations with the Bank/IDA. From 1969 through 1974, there were 174
bilateral operations involving about $1.5 billion in co-financing.
Co-financing with bilateral aid agencies has been almost entirely parallel
because of tied aid requirements, recent joint financing with loan
administration countries being the exception. The following table shows
the distribution of bilateral agency co-financing by source and recipient
region.

Table 3: Distribution by Sponsor Agencies and Recipient Regions

of Official Bilateral Co-financing FY69-74

(in U.S. ; millions)
Percentage

Donor Country L.A.C. W. Africa E. Africa EMENA Asia Total of Total

Germany 1.8 3.9 10.3 207.7 15.1 238.8 16.0

United States - 44.6 40.3 41.8 93.2 219.9 14.7

Canada 6.7 16.3 56.6 - 103.2 182.8 12.2

irance - 81.6 2.0 2.4 50.0 136.0 9.1

Sweden 5.0 85.0 13.3 29.8 133.1 8.9

Japan - - _ 120.4 120.4 8.0

United Kingdom 8.0 0.2 23.8 1.1 35.9 69.0 4.6

Kuwait - - 11.0 57.8 _ 68.8 4.6

Italy - 1.7 - - 40.0 41.7 2.8

Australia - - - - 13.6 13.6 .9

Abu Dhabi - - - 10.1 - 10.1 .7

Libya - - - 10.1 _ 10.1 .7

Norway - - 3.8 - - 3.8 .3

Qatar - - - 3.4 - 3.4 .2

Others - - 2.3 1.9 9.5 13.7 .9

Unidentified - - 99.0 126.4 231.3 15.4

Total 16.5 159.2 235.1 448.6 637.1 1,496.5 100.0

Percent of total
co-financing 1.1 10.6 15.7 30.0 42.6 100

Source: Appendix Table I
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16. Sixteen percent of total bilateral co-financing during FY69-74
was from Germany, heavily concentrated in the EMEINA region. The United
States also contributed a relatively large share of the total amounts in
each region except for Latin America and the Caribbean.

17. As Appendix Table II shows, over half of the number of donor
operations and more than fifty percent of the value of offici-al bilateral
co-financing were in basic infrastructure. The distribution of this
form of co-financing by sectors was as follows:

Table h: Distribution of Official Bilateral Co-financing
During FY69-74 by Sectors

Percentage of Total
Sector Bilateral Co-financing

Agriculture 19.3
Industry 16.0
Basic Infrastructure 62.2
Social Sectors 2.5
Technical Assistance -

Total 1oc.0

Co-financing With Multilateral Aid Agencies

18. Shared interest between the Bank and multilateral agencies has
produced a wide variety of co-financed projects. Appr isal is nozmally
joint, and supervision of progress of operations is sc tiraes delegated
in its entirety to the Bank with a systen for information exchanc.
Both regional development banks and international develmn oganizations
have joined in co-financing; the experiences with each are summarized
below. During FY69-74, 12 of the 58 projects co-financed with multi-
lateral agencies were joint operations, and 46 were paralel. Of $673
million in total co-financing, $247 million (37 percent) was joint
financing, and $426 million (63 percent) was parallel.

Past Operations With Multilateral Agencies

19. From 1955 through 1968, multilateral agencies lent $62.' million
in co-financing with the Bank: the European Investment Bank about $30 million,
Inter-American Development Bank about $15 million, and the Earopea
Development Fund about $15 million. During the six years FT69 throug h
FY74, multilateral co-financing increased significantly to $673 million,
with $362 million in FY74 alone. As Appendix Table III indicates,
both regional development banks and United Nations agencies became more
active this period. Fifty percent of the Bank's co-financing with multi-
lateral agencies was with the Inter-American Development Bank. The United
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Nations Development Program, although the volume of its co-financing was
not large, was the partner in 25 of the 59 operations during FY69-74.

Table 5: Co-financing With Multilateral Agencies

By Regions, FY69-74

(in US $ million)

Percentage
Donor Agency LAC W. Africa E. Africa EMENA Asia Total of Total

Inter-American Development
Bank 337.4 - - - - 337.4 50.1

European Investment Bank - 1.1 - 133.6 - 134.7 20.0
Asian Development Bank - - - 56.6 56.6 8.4
Arab Fund for Economic and

Social Development - - - 42.0 - 42.0 6.2
United Nations Development

Program 2.0 2.8.0 0.2 5.0 27.7 4.1
African Development Bank - 12.6 11.2 - - 23.8 3.5
Europeai De(velopment Fund - 8.3 12.5 - - 20.8 3.0United flations Fund for
Population Activities - 1.2 - 17.5 18.7 2.8

Central American Bank for
Economic Integration 11.0 - - - - 11.0 1.6

United Nations International
Children's Emergency Fund - - .5 - - .5 -

Total 350.4 24.5 33.4 185.8 79.1 673.2 100.0

Regions's share of multi-
lateral agency co-financing
during FY69-74 52.0% 3.6% 5.0% 27.6% 11.7% 100%

Source: Appendix Table III

20. Co-financing with multilateral agencies was largely in industry
and basic infrastructure. The following table drawn from Appendix
Table IV indicates the distribution of sponsor operations.
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Table 6: Co-financing With Multilateral Agencies: Project
Distribution by Sectors During FY69-74

Percentage of Total Multilateral

Sector Co-financing

Agriculture 4.0
Industry
Basic Infrastructure 7.9
Social Sectors 3.9
Technical Assistance 0.

100.0

210 The nature of the co-financing with the regional development banks
has differed considerably among the regions. Since there is no a priori
division of labor with the regional banks, the volume and sectoral distri-
bution of Bank/IDA lending in each country is determined in light of
expected lending from regional banks. In general, continuity is sought
in one bank's association with a particular project authority. Occasionally,
regional banks take over projects identified by the World Bank but not
included in the Bank/IDA lending program. The IBRD often seeks regional
bank co-financing in projects requiring large amounts of capital.

22. In Latin America, the extensive development activities of the
IDB, USAID, and the IBRD have led to recognized intra-sectoral specialization
in certain countries; such divisions have occurred, for example, in the
kinds of education financed by each of the three agencies. In other
areas, the presence of two large banks with both experienced staff and
large capital resources occasionally has led to competition for good
projects (as in the power sector) as well as to cooperation in co-financing.
During FY69-74, the IDB co-financed $337 million in eight projects with
the IBRD. Five of the eight projects were joint operations, accounting
for 52 percent of co-financing with the IDB. In FY74, there were two
parallel operations with the IDB; its share of a project in Brazil was
$70 million, and in Mexico $54 million.

23. The Asian Development Bank (AsDB) joined the World Bank in three
co-financed operations. There was one joint financing operation during
FY69-74 with the Asian Development Bank contributing $10 million and two
parallel operations, involving about $47 million. The Asian Development
Bank has indicated a preference for future operations to be parallel
rather than joint.

24. During FY69-74 the African Development Bank co-financed eight
projects with the Bank/IDA; all were parallel operations with the
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African Development Bank contributing about $24 million. Three of these
operations with $16 million in co-financing were in FY74.

25. The Central American Bank for Economic Integration (CABEI)
finances projects (mainly infrastructure) fostering economic integration
in its region. During FY69-7h, CABEI co-financed three projects with the
World Bank, one joint and two parallel, contributing a total of $ll million.

26. During FY69-74, Bank/IDA had five co-financing operations with
European multilateral organizations. The European Development Fund (FED)
joint-financed two operations in Africa, for a total of $21 million; one
of them was a grant to Somalia for a transportation project. The
European Investment Bank (EIB) co-financed a parallel operation in
Turkey, contributing $16.1 million to the project. During FY74, the EIB
co-financed two large operations (parallel) in Turkey and a small jointly
financed project in Senegal, providing a total of about $120 million
for all three EIB projects.

27. During FY69-74, the United Nations Development Program (UNDP)
co-financed 25 projects (all parallel) with the Bank, contributing
about $23 million in grant assistance. Its funds for technical assistance
have been used primarily to finance the skilled manpower locally un-
available yet required for successful project execution or to provide,
as part of the project, preinvestment services for possible follow-up
lending. The UNDP finances training and fellowship services within Bank
projects and occasionally provides equipment or other capital costs
essential to its technical assistance. Sixteen of the 25 operations
during FY69-74 were in basic infrastructure projects, and the co-financing
operations took place in all regions. During FY74, the number of projects
co-financed with the UNDP increased to eight parallel operations involving
$11 million of UNDP funds.

28. Two other United Nations agencies which have co-financed projects
with the Bank during FY69-74 are the United Nations Fund for Population
Activities (projects in Indonesia, Malaysia and Kenya for a total of $18.7
million) and the United Nations Capital Development Fund (a rural develop-
ment project in Tanzania with a $1.5 million grant).

Co-financing With Export Credit Agencies

29. Although the purpose of ecport credit financing is to promote
commercial sales rather than to provide development assistance, such
financing can provide an important supplement to Bank lending in the
higher income developing countries.

30. The project and country considerations giving rise to joint or
organized parallel financing with export credit agencies include:
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(a) A large project in a sector which the Bank would like to

support while seeking to limit its financial involvement

for reasons of overall lending policy in the country

concerned;

(b) A project requiring much imported capital equipment of the

type normally financed by export credit agencies;

(c) A country whose external debt position and balance of

payments warrant use cf external financing on export
credit terms;

(d) A recipient enterprise (if it is the borrower) recognized

to be well managed and financially sound.

31. Since 1964, when such operations started there have been

important changes in techniques. At the outset such co-financing was

on a joint basis, but as the capacity of the borrowers expanded the

prevalent form changed to unorganized parallel financing. Some of the

credit agencies also develop a preference for independent financing.

Consequently, the Bank's role has changed from one of actively organizing

joint financing participants and assuring agreement among them on minimum

acceptable terms to working with recipients in unorganized parallel

operations to decide which project costs would be financed by the Bank

and which by export credit agencies. Although in such projects the

borrower assumes the responsibility of enlisting the participation of

export credit agencies the Bank is interested in assuring that the

terms of such agencies are suitable and that the recipient is capable

of managing the unorganized parallel-part of the financing. This

form of co-financing has in general worked well, and the Bank keeps

itself informed about financing for and progress of other parts of

the project in order to detect any problems in time.

32. Some recipients of unorganized parallel export credit co-financing,

largely the wealthier Latin American countries, have become skilled

managers of this kind of operation, commensurately with their more

general growth in expertise in international financial management.

Export credit co-financing for the more advanced Latin American countries

will probably grow with their increasing access to international capital

markets, and new forms of co-financing including private investment

participation appear likely. -

33. The amount of export credit co-financing with the Bank increased

very sharply from $270 million during 1955-68 to $2.1 billion in FY69-74.

The following table shows the distribution by co-financing country and

recipient region during FY69-74.
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Table 7: Distribution by Sponsor Agency Country and Recipient
Region of Export Credit Co-financing FY69-74

(in U.S. $ millions)

Percent of
Donor Country L.A.C. W. Africa E. Africa EMENA Asia Total Total

United States 309.3 - - 65.0 - 374.3 17.9
Japan 324.9 - - 1.9 - 326.8 15.6
Germany 91.3 0.1 - 35.4 12.1 138.9 6.6
France 20.9 3.8 - - 40.6 65.3 3.1
United Kingdom 54.1 - 2.0 - - 56.1 2.7
Italy 40.8 0.3 - 8.3 - 49.4 2.4
Canada 47.4 - - - 47.4 2.2
Belgium 15.9 - - 5.4 12.1 33.4 1.6
Austria 26.2 - - - - 26.2 1.3
Spain 16.9 - 1.5 - - 18.4 .9
Sweden 17.8 - - - - 17.8 0.8
Abu Dhabi - - - - 11.0 11.0 .5
Soviet Union - - - 5.1 - 5.1 .2
Others 29.2 - - 0.3 12.1 41.6 2.0
Unidentified! 553.4 - 19.1 244.8 66.3 883.6 42.2

Total 1,548.1 4.2 22.6 366.2 154.2 2,095.3 100.0

Percent of total
co-financing 73.9 .2 1.1 17.5 7.3 100.0

l/ Recipient countries often do not complete arrangements for export credit financing

until after the Bank has appraised a project and frequently not until well after

the Bank's loan has been signed. Consequently, the data on export credit agencies

includes an unidentified share of 42.2 percent, most of which is unorganized

parallel financing.

Source: Appendix Table V

34. Of the identified sources, the United States and Japan 
were the most

important, and most of this co-financing was for projects 
in Latin America.

As official bilateral co-financing to Latin America diminished, export

credits to large industrial and infrastructure projects in that region

increased. The co-financing with export credit agencies was concentrated

in two sectors: 47 percent was in industry and 53 percent was in basic

infrastructure.

C. Lessons From the Bank's Co-financing Experience

35. The Bank's practice of tailoring co-financing arrangements 
to

the circumstances of each project on a case-by-case basis has afforded
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considerable flexibility in devising arrangements suited to tL o-
financing partners and the recipient country. It would seem desirable
to maintain this flexible approach in making future co-financing
arrangements.

36. Bank experience in co-financing indicates that the proprtion
of its own contribution to total project costs is less important in
ensuring successful project completion than the souness of the project
itself, overall Bank relations with the borrower, clear agreemnnt on

financing provisions, and the schedulE and means of implmeIn ' "n with
both the co-lender and the borrower.1/

37. To ensure the successful implementation of projects, the Bank has
so far taken the "lead" in the administration of jointly financed
projects, thus assuming primary responsibility for projeCt appraisal and
supervision, chairing the negotiations and drafting the joint financing
agreements, and receiving disbursement requests for app roval ad
apportionment or payment. Financing partners agree to follow Bank procure-
ment procedures. The Bank is empowered generally to act on behalf of
itself and its financing partner on all matters relating to the administration
of the joint financing agreement, seeking concurrence before taking action
which would fall outside the normal course of administration. While
the Bank's position of leader in jointly financed projects has been general-
ly welcomed or indeed sought by the other co-financing partners, there may /
be cases in the future where the Bank would be willing to.participate in
a project without taking the lead.

38. Not only the Bank but also the borrowers and co-financing partners
have approached co-financing in a iairly pra .atic fashio., Borrowers have
been more concerned about the trs f co-fi ncin ad whethr it is
tied or untied than about admii tve prcedure, as ln as such
procedures are efficient and as simple as possible. Most bilateral partners
have joined in co-financing operations as a matter of convenience in
particular cases, but the co-operative agreements with Germany, Norway and
Sweden are based on conscious policies by these countries to promote
co-financing as a means of ach eving aid policy- objectives. The experience
thus far suggests that the c-operative areement a u benefit.
Such agreements make possible significant economies for the agencies
concerned, ranging from participation in identification missions and
acceptance of Bank appraisals as valid assessments, to Bank leadership
in the supervision of projects. The Bank has developed excellent working
contacts with these agencies in many recipient countries and has received
information, perspective, manpower, advice, and other valuable forms of
project support.

1/ There are several examples of successful projects in which the Bank's
share is a small portion of total investment. Railroad and power
projects in India, for example, have had less than 15 percent Bank
financing of total investment.
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39. The tasks performed for the benefit of the co-lenders normally
involve more work for the Bank than the Bank's share of the total
financing might indicate. At present, the Bank does not systematically
report on the amount of co-financing associated with Bank lending or
make special budget provisions, and has absorbed the costs of additional
staff time necessary to align procedures with a co-financier if such
costs appeared to benefit the recipient.
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III. Conclusions

hO. An assessment of the Bank's role as a development institution
should include an appreciation of the Bank's wider role as a mobilizer

of additional capital for development in association with Bank operations,
its contributions to the efficiency of aid administration, and the
effectiveness of assistance provided. Co-financing has proven an
adaptable and effective instrument for accomplishing these broader

objectives of the Bank.

4l. In future, the Bank's role in mobilizing capital fro oher
sources is likely to grow. A larger number of operations can be expected
frcm the traditional donors. Co-financing is furthermore one of several
means of accelerating the flow of assistance from the oil exporting
countries. For the new sources of development assistance, co-financing
offers a way of quickly disbursing aid commitments without diverting
scarce administrative and technical expertise.

42. In planning their expanded aid programs, some of the oil
exporting countries have indicated a strong interest in developing
co-financing arrangements with the World Bank. In co-financing
operations so far, the Kuwait Fund has provided $100 ail-lion in eight
projects, all in North Africa or the Middle East. The Kuwait Investment
Company co-financed $60 million in an Algerian port project. The Arab
Fund for Economic and Social Development (the "Arab Fund") has co-financed
two projects providing a total of $42 million, and the Abu Dhabi Fund,
the State of Qatar, and the Libyan Arab Foreign Bank have each co-financed

one project.

43. The Bank's experience to date has shown that co-financing is an
effective means for interchange and mutual support between the various
development agencies and can provide equally important benefits to the
recipient country. Accordingly, an increasing number of Bank/IDA
operations in the future are likely to involve co-financing arrangements.
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NOTE ON PREVIOUS BANK DISCUSSIONS CONCERNING CO-FINANCING

1. In April 1969, the Bank's Loan Committee reviewed a memorandum
entitled "Recommended Policies on Joint Financing."Q/ The Committee
noted that participation by the Bank (i.e., IBRD and IDA) in co-financed
projects had several possible advantages; such participation could:
encourage increases in the total flow of development finance, permit
distribution of limited Bank Group finance (particularly IDA funds)
over a larger number of projects, encourage the channelling of funds
from bilateral sources into priority projects, improve the quality of
projects internationally financed, increased the amount of international
competitive bidding in development projects over what would otherwise
take place, and provide assistance to countries having difficulty using
available sources of bilateral finance. Co-financing was also seen
to have possible disadvantages: it could increase the time necessary to
finance a project, absorb staff time, or reduce the Bank's leverage
on a particular project. The meeting concluded that co-financing raised
a series of complex issues which were not amenable to reduction into a
single set of rules, and that each case would have to be considered on
its own merits.

2. The Pearson Committee recommended "that multilateral ageAies
extend the practice of joint or parallel financing of projects" in the
context of seeking ways to make aid more effective and as a way fc-
multilateral agencies to help mitigate the harmful effects of aid tring.
In a December 1969 memorandum to the Executive Directorsi/ concerrng the
Pearson Commission recommendation, the President indicated his in 'rZion
to maintain a "positive and flexible attitude" towards co-financiry
"wherever it can be carried out under conditions ensuring wide -renational
competition and without involving unduly complex procedures." Two prinipal
difficulties had become evident in the Bank's experience in co-financing
with export credit agencies. On the one hand, in order to obtain the
benefits of international competitive bidding, it was necessary to
obtain credit offers from all the countries likely to win orders under
such a system. If only a few countries had been prepared to participate,
it would have been necessary to restrict bidding to these countries and
thus lose some of the advantage of competitive bidding. Secondly, co-
financing with other lenders providing funds tied in various ways and
operating under different sets of constraints as in the cases of the

1/ Memorandum LC/O/69-lh of February 3, 1969.

2/ Memorandum R69-232 of December 11, 1969.
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Colombian power and supply;l/ and the Mexican power projects- had
involved extensive negotiations and detailed administration. The
Bank further noted that the avoidance of "credit races" in projects
involving export credits would be enhanced if participating countries
could agree on minimum terms and a maximum interest rate. In conclusion,
the Bank's policies were determined to be consistent with the Pearson
Commission's recommendation.

3. A meeting of major capital exporting countries was held at the
World Bank in July 1972 to discuss arrangements for joint or parallel
financing of projects in which financing from the Bank would be ccnbined
with export credits from capital exporting countries. This meeting,
chaired by the Bank, dealt with the general preference of country repre-
sentatives for the Bank to organize arrangements for such co-financing.
Most countries preferred joint financing. The United States voiced firm
opposition to participation in joint financing and a strong preference
for "unorganized" parallel financing in which the arrangements for export
credits associated with Bank-financed projects would be made by the
borrower without intervention of the World Bank. In subsequent discussion,
the U.S. representative did not preclude American participation in organized
parallel financing to be considered on a case-by-case basis. The Chairman
concluded that it did not appear possible to reach agreement at the meeting
on a body of general principles regarding joint or parallel financing
schemes to be organized by the Bank.

4. A memorandum entitled "Joint and Parallel Financing in Conj nction
with Export Credits: Recent Experience and the Near-Term Outlook"- was
distributed to the Executive Directors for information on September 19,
1973.

1/ Loans 536-CO and 537-CO, June 3, 1968; Loan 575-Co, December 2, 1968.

2/ Loan 436-ME, December 15, 1965; Loan 414-ME, June 28, 1968.

3/ Memorandum SecM73-568 of September 19, 1973.
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SALES OF PORTIONS OF IBRD LOANS OR IDA CREDITS

1. While not strictly a co-financing technique, the sale of

portions of Bank loans or, IDA credits raises additional capital for

development. The Bank sells without recourse portions of its loans,

mostly to financial institutions. Portions of loans sold when a loan

is made are called "participations," and sales of maturities later

on are referred to as "portfolio sales." Financial institutions

normally purchase portions of Bank loans for commercial investment

purposes, but in doing so they, in effect, provide additional capital

for development, Sales of portions of loans and credits can serve one

or more other purposes:

(a) To increase the amount of funds available to the

World Bank for lending to developing countries;

(b) To provide a channel for development funds with

minimal administrative burden for the purchaser;

(c) To establish the credit of Bank member countries in

financial markets and to promote private foreign

portfolio investments;

(d) To reduce loan costs for borrowers by selling whenever

possible part of a loan at rates less than the original

lending rate;

(e) To enable co-lenders to commit and disburse funds for

Bank-appraised projects faster than would be possible

by identifying and appraising a project on its own.

2. Normally, when negotiations for a loan have been substantially

completed, the Bank invites financial institutions to participate in

the loan by sending them a memorandum describing the loan's main

features. A "Participation Agreement" is usually signed by the Bank

and the co-financing participant when the Loan Agreement is executed.

This Agreement prescribes the allotment of a portion of the loan and

the participant's agreement to remit funds at some later date at the

Bank's request as required for disbursement. The Agreement also

provides for a commitment fee at the same rate paid by the borrower

(presently 3/h of 1 percent) and accrued from the date on which the
commitment charge begins to accrue under the loan (generally 60 days

after the date of the Loan Agreement) to the date on which the partici-

pant remits funds to the Bank. This commitment fee is always paid in

U.S. dollars.
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3. The Loan Agreement between the Bank and the borrower, the

Guarantee Agreement between the government (if the borrower is an

entity other than the government) and the Bank, the project appraisal

report, economic reports and information on the country concerned,

and other relevant papers are supplied to the participant when the

Participation Agreement is executed. Against payment as requested

under the Participation Agreement, the Bank issues to the participant

its own Participation Certificate covering the particular maturity

or maturities for which payment has been made. Semi-annual interest

and reimbursement of principal at maturity are paid by the Bank,

in the currency of the participation or the purchase, from funds

received from the borrower. The purchaser of a loan pariticipation

has no direct contact with the borrower.

h. The Bank sells maturities of its loans at yields fixed from

time to time, the maximum yield permitted being the Bank's lending
rate at the time of sale. The Bank does not sell an entire maturity
but retains some share of all maturities sold. Some financial insti-

tutions purchase participations for long periods, but commercial banks

usually buy parts of early maturities. If a sale is made at a rate

lower than the interest rate, the difference is passed along to the

borrower. Such sales have been infrequent in recent years.

5. The procedure for sale of an IDA credit is substantially the

same as for Bank loans except that there is no commitment fee or

interest involved -- only a service charge -- and the terms of the

participation agreement are negotiated in each case.

6. Co-financing through participation has also been used in

some interesting and quite exceptional cases to channel aid on a

grant basis. Under a Norwegian Aid Participation Agreement, Norway

purchased in December 1973 a participation of $11 million equivalent

in a loan for an education project in Zambia (Loan No. 900-ZA dated

June 6, 1973), and then converted them into a grant by waiving
repayment. Since the Bank continues normal project implementation, this

arrangement simplified project administration for both Zambia and

Norway. It allowed Norway to contribute to an ongoing project with

early commitment and disbursements of funds in accordance with Norway's

annual aid budgets. Moreover, since the original project financing

had been a Bank loan of $33 million, Norway's purchase of one-third
of the portfolio considerably softened the financing blend for Zambia,

while simultaneously freeing the same amount for additional lending

operations. In August 1974 Norway also purchased and converted into

a grant one-third of the $18 million Third Karachi Port Project

originally financed by IDA (Credit No. 422-PAK of July 19, 1973).
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7. The Bank has continued its lending program to a borrowing
country with a sudden increase in exchange reserves by making arrange-
ments for the borrowing country to take a large part in the loan.
During the latter 1960s, Thailand's reserves rose considerably to a
level which raised the question of the need for Bank lending. The
Government of Thailand wanted to continue the technical project
advice and discipline associated with Bank lending. Consequently,
for the Phasom Dam project of September 19, 1967,1/ the Bank lent
Thailand $26 million (at 6 percent interest) for the project, and the
Bank of Thailand purchased $16 million of the loan (also at 6 percent),
making the net loan in effect $10 million.2/ This format was repeated
in the Thailand Highway project of May 23, 1968, 3wherein Thailand purchased
$25 million of the $29 million loan. Purchasing by a borrower of a
participation in its own loan is a means of maintaining lending programs
to reserve surplus countries countries such as certain oil-exporting
nations.

8. As the table below shows, the Bank sold $2.5 billion of its loans
through FY7h although sales of loans have declined during the last ten
years. Among the reasons for the decline have been the lesser attraction
of Bank loan selling rates compared with other alternative investments
and the decline of sales in the US market, which can be attributed, in part,
to regulations imposed in the 1960's restricting US commercial bank
purchases of non-resident obligations.

1/ The loan was 514-

2/ Part of the remainn $10 millio n
financial instituo

3/ Loan 535-TH.
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PARTICIPATION IN AND PORTFOLIO SALES OF IBRD LOANS BY
FISCAL YEAR1/

Fiscal Por folio
Year Participations Sales Total

Prior to FY54 28,597,000 42,h14,653 71,011,653

FY54-FY58 140,763,351 208,282,003 349,045,354

FY59-FT63 188,758,891 996,499,594 1,185,258,h85

FY64-FY68 155,059,070 382,261,973 537,321,043

FY69 6,389,382 28,309,08 34,698,430

FY70 2,605,204 169,821,9982/ 172,427,202

FY71 10,061,667 13, 9867,51 23,529,208

FY?2 53,599,312 18,329,313 71,928,625
FY72 45,943,996 3,590,000 49,533,996

FY7L 15,500,169 None 15,500,169
FY69-74 134,099,730 233,517,900 367,617,630

Total 647,278,042 1,862,976,123 2,510,2541 6 5

1/ Figures are expressed in United States dollars and reflect adjustments

up to June 30, 1974.

2/ Of this amount, $162,161,000 was purchased by Japan.
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Appendix Table I CO-FINANCING WITH OFFICIAL BILATERAL AID AGENCIES BY DONOR COUNTRY AND RECIPIENT REGION

Abu
Germany U. S. Canada France Sweden Japan Kuwait U. K. Italv Australia Dhabi Libya Oatar Total

LATIN AMERICA & CARIBBEAN

- 16.5
US $million 1.8 6.7 1/

-
- - - -- - 6(5)

Donor Operations 1.0 3.0

WEST AFRICA

US $million 3.9 44.6 16.3 81.6 5.0 - 1.7 - 5.9 159.2
1 /

27.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 43(36)
Donor Operations 2.0 7.0 3.0

EAST AFRICA

10.3 40.3 56.6 2.0 85.0 - 11.0 3.8 - 2.3 - 235.1
US $million I1/

Donor Operations 5.0 8.0 4.0 3.0 13.0 1.0 - 2.0 - 5.0 52(37)

EMENA

US $million 207.7 41.8 2.4 13.3 57.8 10.1 10.1 - 3.4 1.9 99.0 448.6
I1/

Donor Operations 6.0 3.0 - 2.0 3.0 6.0 - 1.0 1.0 - 1.0 1.0 1.0 27(22)

ASIA

15.1 103.2 50.0 29.8 120.4 .. 13.6 40.0 13.6 -. - 9.5 126.4 637.1
US $million 1 /

Donor Operations 3.0 7.0 3.0 5.0 7.0 4.0 1.0 4.0 .0 4.0 46(26)

TOTAL

219.9 182.8 136.0 133.1 120.4 68.8 13.6 41.7 13.6 10.1 10.1 3.8 3.4 13.7 231.3 1496.5
US $million 238.8 1 /

2.0 4.0 1.0 1.0 2,0 1.0 9.0 6.0 174(126)
Donor Operations 17.0 23.0 17.0 35.0 22.0 7.0 7.0 4.0

8.0 .9 2.8 .9 .7 .7 .3 .2 _ 
p 15.4 100.0

% of Co-financing 16.0 14.7 12.2 9.1 8.9 4.6

1/
Figure in parentheses indicates number of projects. Since several co-lenders can participate in one project,

the number of donor operations can exceed the number of projects.
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Appendix Table II CO-FINANCING WITH OFFICIAL BILATERAL AID AGENCIES BY DONOR COUNTRY AND SECTOR

Abu

U. S. Canada France Sweden Japan Kuwait U. K.. Italy Australia Dhabi Libya Norway Quatar Others Unidentified Total
Germany

AGRICULTURE

13.9 
83.7 23.9 13.9 34.6 40.0 - - - 2.0 .1 .1 - 288.20 

1/US $million .1 76.0

6.0 
3.0 19.0 6.0 - 2.0 5.0 1.0 -- - - 1.0 1.0 1.0 - 45(33)

Donor Operations 1.0

INDUSTRY

23.7 1.6 - - 10.1 10.1 - 3.4 - 239.90
US $million 55.2 85.8 23.7 1.0 9.8 15.5 I/

1.0 
1.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 - 1 1.0 - 1.0 - - 20(13)

Donor Operations 3.0 5.0

BASIC INFRASTRUCTURE

-- - - - 13.0 231.3 931.2
US $million 182.1 57.4 131.8 49.6 83.4 104.9 30.7 31.7 1.7 13.6 1!

10.0 14.0 12.0 5.0 3.0 11.0 1.0 4.0 - 7.0 6.0 95(70)
Donor Operations 11.0 11.0

SOCIAL SECTORS

.. -
- 1.8 - .6 

- 36.7
US $million 1.4 .7 13.4 1.7 16.0 1.1 1~/

Donor Operations 2.0 
1.0 3.0 1.0 2.0 - 2.0 1 .0 1 .0 

13(9)

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

- .. .5 
- - - - - .5

US $million - 1/

- - - - - 1 (1)
- 1.0 -

Donor Operations

TOTAL

68.8 69.0 41.7 13.6 10.1 10.1 3.8_ 3.4 13.7 231.3 1496.5
US $million 238,8 219.9 182.8 136.0 133.1 120.4 I/

4.0 1.0 1_.0 2 .0 1 .0 9.0 6 .0 164(126)
Donor Operations 17.0 23.0 17.0 35.0 22.0 7.0 7.0 20.0 2.0

.9 
.7 .7 .2_ .2 .9 15.5 -v

% of co-financing 16.0 14.7 12.2 9.1 8.9 8.0 4.6 4.6 2.8

1/

Figure in parentheses indicates number of projects. Since several co-lenders can participate in one project,
the number of donor operations may exceed the number of projects.



APPENDIX TABLE III FY 69-74
CO-FINANCING WITH MULTILATERAL AID AGENCIES BY AGENCY AND RECIPIENT REGION

Inter-American European Asian Arab Fund for United Nations African European United Nations Fund Central American United Nations Inter-

Development Investment Development Economic and Development Development Development for Population Bank for Economic national Children's

Bank Bank Bank Social Development Program____ Bank ____ Fund Activities Integration Emergency Fund TOTAL

Latin America & Caribbean

U.S. $ million 337.4 - - 2.0 11.0 - 350.4
Donor operations 8.0 2.0 - 3.0 - 13(13)

West Africa

U.S. $ million - 1.1 2.5 12.6 8.3 - - 24.5
Donor operations - 1.0 - - 5.0 5.0 1.0 - 12(12)

East Africa

U.S. $ million - - 8.0 11.2 12.5 1.2 - 0.5 33. 4
Donor operations - - 8.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 - 1.0 14 (13)-'

EMENA

U.S. $ million 133.6 - 42.0 10.2 - - - 185.8
Donor operations 3.0 - 2.0 6.0 - - - 11(11)

Asia

U.S. $ million - - 56.6 - 5.0 17.5 - - 79.1
Donor operations - 3,0 - 4.0 

- - 2.0 - - 9(9)

Total

U.S. $ million 337.4 134.7 56.6 42.0 27.7 23.8 20.8 18.7 11.0 0.5 673.2

Donor operations 8.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 25.0 8.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 _59(58)-

% of co-financing 50.1 20,1 _4 6.2 4,1 3.5 3.1 2.8 1.6 0.1 100.0

1/ Figure in parentheses indicates number of projects. Since several co-lenders can participate in one

project, the number of donor operations can exceed the number of projects.
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CO-FINANCING WITH MULTILATERAL AID AGENCIES BY DONOR AGENCY AND SECTOR

Inter-American European Asian Arab Fund for United Nations African European United Nations Fund Central American United Nations Inter-

Development Investment Development Economic and Development Development Development for Population Bank for Economic national Children's

Bank Bank Bank Social Development Program Bank Fund Activities Integration Emergency Fund TOTAL

Agriculture

U.S. $ million 13.0 -- 1.0 3.9 8.3 - - 0.5 26.7 
-/- - - 1.0 6.0(5)

Donor operations 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0

Industry

U.S. $ 
million 

182.0 26.6 37.0 22.0 0.3 0.5 - -. - - 268.4

Donor operations 4.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
11.0(11)

Basic Infrastructure

142.4 108.1 19.6 20.0 16.5 19.4 12.5 11.0 - 349.5
U.S. $ million 

16.0 1.0 
-

3.0 - 33.0(33)
Donor operations 3.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 6.0

Social Sector

U.S. $ million - - 7.9 - - 18.7 - - 26.6

- - -
-

5.0 3.0 - 8.0(8)
Donor operations

Technical Assistance

- -
- - 2.0 2.0

U.S. $ million - - 1.0(1)
- - - - -Donor operations

Total

U.S. $ million 337.4 134.7 56.6 42.0 27.7 23.8 20.8 18.7 11.0 0.5 673.2

1/
Donor operations 8.0 4.0 3.0 2.0- 25,0 8.0 9.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 59.0(58)

% of co-financing 50.1 20.1 8.4 6.2- 4.1 3,5 - l 2. 1.6 0.1L

1/ Figure in parentheses indicates number of projects. Since several co-lenders can participate in one

project, the number of donor operations can exceed the number of projects.
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APPENDIX TABLE V -FINANCING WITH EXPORT CREDIT AGENCIES BY DONOR COUNTRY AND RECIPIENT REGION

United Kingdom Sweden Abu Dhabi Spain Belgium Soviet Union 
Others Unidentified TOTAL

United States Jap an German France Canad a Ital

Latin America & Caribbean 1 /
40.3 27.1 17.8 - 6.8 1.3 - 53.9 666.1

309.3 290.8 69.4 17.9 47.4 9.0
U.S. $ million 14. 0 9.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 - 1.0 

1.0Donor operations

West Africa 1/- 4.2
U.S. $ million - 0.1 3.8 0.3 - - .. 4.0(3)
Donor operations - - 1.0 2.0 1.0

East Africa

- - 1.5 
19.1 22.6 I /

U.S. $ million - ~ ~ 2.0 
- 1.0 

- - - 2.0 4.0(3)-
- - ' 0 -

Donor operations

EMENA

-
- - 5.4 5.1 0.3 244.8 366.2 

-/U.S. $ million 65.0 1.9 35.4 8.3 
- 1.0 2.0 1.0 7.0 16.0(11)

Donor operations 1.0 1.0 2.0 - 1.0

Asia
- - - - 24.2 66.3 154.2 

-/U.S. $ million - 12.1 40.6 11.0 
6.0 13.0(10)- - -

-- 

- 1.0 - - 2.0
Donor operations - 1.0 3.0 -

Total
8.3 6.7 5.1 78.4 996.3 2095.3

374.3 292.7 117.0 62.3 47.4 48.9 29.1 17.8 11.0
U.S. $ million 1/

2.0 2.0 2.0 1.2 29.0 115.0(53)
15.0 10.0 10.0 11.0 6.0 5,0 5.0 5.0 1.0

Donor operations 0.4 0.3 0.2 3.7 47.6 100.0
5.6 3.0 2.3 2.3 1.4 0.8 0.5

% of co-financing 17.9 14.0

1/ Figure in parentheses indicates number of projects. Since several co-lenders can participate in one

project, the number of donor operations can exceed the number of projects.
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CO-FINANCING WITH EXPORT CREDIT AGENCIES BY DONOR COUNTRY AND SECTOR

United States Jap an Germany France Canada Italy United Kingdom Sweden Abu Dhabi Sp ain Belgium Soviet Union Others Unidentified TOTAL

Agriculture

U.S. $ million -- 
-

0.1 - .1I

Donor operations 1.0 - - 1. 0(1)

Industry

U.S. $ million 302.3 267.8 54.0 20.0 8.3 - 11.0 - 0.9 0.3 314.6 979.2 
1/

Donor operations 9.0 5.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 5.0 27.0(11)

Basic Infrastructure

U.S. $ million 72.0 24.9 62.9 62.3 27.4 40.6 29.1 17.8 - 8.3 6.7 4.2 78.1 681.7 1116.0

Donor operations 6.0 5.0 6.0 11.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 - 2.0 2.0 1.0 11.0 24.0 87.0(41)-

Total

U.S. $ million 374.3 292.7 117.0 62.3 47.4 48.9 29.1 17.8 11.0 8.3 6.7 5.1 78.4 996.3 2095.3

Donor operations 15.0 10.0 10.0 11.0 6.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 12.0 29.0 115.0(53)1'

% of co-financing 17.9 14.0 5.6 3.0 2.3 2.3 1.4 0.8 0,5 0.4 0.3 0.2 3.7 47.6 100.0

1/ Figure in parentheses indictes number of projects. Since several co-lenders can participate in one project,

the number of donor operations can exceed the number of projects.
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M r. 'ohamed Shoaib Vce Presiden; -arch 5 1975

C. . Wiloughby

Ciosna cpor to2cric Powe Evaluation

Uhr-4 su i heremth our first "lsr; eport" - to the
first evaluation rpr we e'er produced, back in March '9 '. The report
has been a Articularly ong tie in prp-aratio snce ast Tuy mainly
bec use 1 determined in te cours of it preparation that it might be
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Mohamed Shoaib, Vice President DATE: March 5, 1975

FROM: C. R. Willoughby

SUBJECT: Closing Report to Electric Power Evaluation

I am submitting herewith our first "Closing Report" - to the
first evaluation report we ever produced, back in March 1972. The report
has been a particularly long time in preparation since last July, mainly
because I determined, in the course of its preparation, that it might be
most useful within the Bank Group as a means of reminding people of the
lessons identified in the original evaluation and of drawing attention to
the extensive work done in various parts of the Bank in the meantime on
several of them. Thus the report has been through several rounds of com-
ment and discussion and has benefitted greatly from the criticisms and
suggestions brought by the Public Utilities Department of CPS and by the
Regions.
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PREFACE

This Closing Report is an outcome of the follow-up proce-
dures applied by the Operations Evaluation Department to its first
report, containing quite complex recommendations to the Bank Group:
"Operations Evaluation Report - Electric Power" dated March 1972.
Under these follow-up procedures, responses to the recommendations
were first solicited from the concerned operating departments and
discussed with them before they were put into final form; a little
over one year later a review was carried out of the related work
throughout the Bank Group in the interim; that review led to the
preparation of the first draft of this report, whose wide distribu-
tion and discussion within the Bank Group over the last nine months
has helped draw attention again to the issues that emerged from the
original studies and to the work done on them by various parts of
the Bank Group over the last few years.

The excellent cooperation of the Bank Group Staff, and
especially of the Public Utilities Department, most heavily concerned,
in the follow-up and review process is most gratefully acknowledged.
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the fHeld of electric power which were discussed Mih th i Inat operi~n,

departnnts both befre and aner prescncriio 01 1r r I~s Wo WV / Cu-

KVS Uerectors ano were in the wnu agcea Lo be VoSy albpUiY.

The purpooe Of tie present document is to Yeport briely on atm
since taken by the B Ak that reave to the sugges0010 nor. 1t is based on a
review of relevant research papers an operAiNa guidelines issued by the BanK

in 1972-74 and of appraisal reports for power loans approved in FY 1974; on a
series of discussions in July 1974 with all opera, unt 3MSprinc~pally respon-
sible for electric power work; on comments received in October and Novoxber on-
the first draft of this report; on a meeting with relevant Bank manegers early
in December 1974; and on coments provided early in 1975 on a revised draf of
the present report. After recalling the main conclusions of the evaluation
studies and indicating the main lines of recent Bank activity in the field of
electric power, this report systematically summarizes each of the original suLgges-
Lions, the response that the Bank opersting departments gave at the time nod
relevant: acnions since taken. An Overall assessment is given in the concluding_
paragrams.

The evaluation studis found Lhat the rapid pace of power Sysoa
expansion achieved in the devloping countries between 1950 and 1970 hAd
depended crucially on Baok finmuiin and concluded that the wider MPer of
Bank action had been notably effective in achieving the main preoccupation
that the Bank had developed in its work in this field: minimizing long-runl
(financial) costs of power system expansion by such measures as ipoeet
in sector organization, careful advance investigati on and planning to enable_
selection of the most economic path of system expansion, use of international

competitive bidding and assuring adequate cash-flow to the utility to prevent
construction interruptions. The Bank had in particular in several instances
made significant contributions to institutional rationalization by urging
amalgcmation of regional power companies, or cooperative arrangements, to
permit achievement of scale economies, and its finan cialc
become steadily better in form, showed evidence of having ben causative
factors in the continuous improvement of financial performace demonstrated
by most of the companies. Notable internal organi zational iMprovements hd1
also been stimulated by the Bank in several companies, and the two cases
anhong all ten that still showed considerable instutional weakness were ones
utere, in complex political circumstances, responsibility for power supply
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vithin relatively small areas remained divided. Major cost overruns had
cccurred on some projects, but generally for reasons that would have been
hErd to foresee, and in the care of very few plants were the7 large enough
to raise doubts in retrospect as to the economic validity of-projects
selected. Only in few cases hod there been temporary unproductive building
ahead of demand, due to faulty planning.

The main theme of the report's suggestions for the future was that
the Bank could make an important contribution to further improving its own
selection of power projects and the role of its power customers in develop-
ment by helping them to cope with fundamental questions, essentially related
to the links between power supply and development, which it had largely

• bypassed in the past and on which they not infrequently themselves wanted
advice. How quickly should power demand be allowed or encouraged to grow?
How much can electricity supply induce development or improvements in
efficiency in other sectors (e.g. small industry and agriculture)? How much
expenditure should be allocated to electrification of villages or small
towns presently unserved, and how should they be selected? How much effort
should be devoted to expanding the coverage of the power system as opposed
to improving reliability standards on the existing system? Ihat are ,ppropri-
ate risks of load shedding to run under different economic conditions? Under
what circumstances is it worthwhile from the socio-economic viewpoint to
provide power at less than cost to serve? The report asked the Bank to
develop appropriate methods of analysis and project appraisal to help bring
answers to these basic dilemmas.

Bank and IDA lending for electric power, after falling sharply in
FY 1973, reavued a new peak in FY 1974, in excess of $750 million, in real
terms 20X above the average annual amount of power lending committed in
1969-73 and envisaged for 1974-78. 1/ The number of projects, at 14, was
about the same as the average number approved in each of the previous five
years; but three of the loans were in excess of $100 mill ion, including one
of $148 million, the largest single project loan ever made by the Bank, for
the Elbistan lignite-fired thermal plant in Turkey. A somnewhiat surprising
trend, in light of earlier expectations, is a sharp drop over the last year
in the share of power distribution in the Bank Group's lending and in the
projects supported, as shown by the following table: 2/

1/ Revised IBRD/IDA Program 1974-78 of June 1974.

2/ The table refers only to lending directly for power utilities. In most
years there are a few loans/credits for other principal purposes which
also include a small power component, generally mainly distribution.
But the total amounts involved are not usually very significant
compared with the magnitudes given above. For instance, two of the
larger provisions of this sort in FY 1974 were US$ 2.4 million (out of
a total US$ 25.0 million loan) for a US$ 3.7 million power distribution
component of the Korea Kyongju Tourism Project (Ln. 953-KO) and US$ 1.0
million (out of a total US$ 30.0 million loan) for a US$ 2.2 million
distribution component of tne Greece Nestos and Yannitsa Irrigation
Scheme (Ln. 991-CR).
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15kIRWIA I end ix; e tr FI actrvie 1 reec, lYV I970-7'4
(cM rent US$; mi]llions)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 a/

Loan/Credit Amounts Approved 556.0 500.9 520.6 321.5 754.8

% for Distribution 20 19 20 14 1

Total Project Costs b/ 1512.1 816.1 2425.5 883.1 2958.0

% for Distribution 25 18 19 30 0.5

a/ excludinig three simall supplenen tory loans commi tted under amendments
to earlier loan agreecirents to help cover cost overruns.

b/ excluding intercst during construction.

In each of the years 1.970-73 two of the loans/credits approved were predom-
inantly or very largely for distribution expansion - in such countries as
Argentina, Brazil, Ghana, Iran, Nigeria and Turkey - and another four
projects included some distribution component. FY 1974 power lending
included two projects xith a distribut ion component ald in both it was qi-' ito
small. The frst integrated rural developmont project to have an electric
power component " / was the Mexico Papaloapan Basin Roural Development Project
for which a loan was approved in October 1974; further rural development
projects in Mi4exico are expected to follow suit in this respect.

An important innovation in the Barin's power work, sponsored by the
new Public Utilities Department that emerged from the Bank's reorgani zation
in October 1972, is the establishment of regular series of publicat-ions of
research papers and operational guidelines. In 1973 and 1974 numerous
papers prepared by Bank staff and consultant-s have been published in this
form, ranging from guidelines on technical cooperation wi th other inter-
national agencies to a major review of the changing relevance of nuclear
power for developing countries. Some of the research done on electricity
pricing and rural electrification has culminated in an important policy
statement on the economic analysis of public utility projects, 2/ carrying
the Bank's approach much beyond cost minimization and demonstrating how the
incremental return concept that has come into use in the Bank in the last few

1/ The Bank's loan of US$ 50.0 million included a US$ 5.0 million contribu-
tion for a US$ 10.0 million rural power distribution component of the
project designed to bring grid electricity to 106 villages with nearly
140,000 inhabitants, raising the percent of people in the Papaloapan
Basin with electricity connections from about 41% now to 48%. on project
completion.

2/ Economic Evaluation of Public Utilities Projects (September 30, 1974).
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years can become a meaningful tecl of economic analysis once the relationship
beween prices charged for utility services and their marginal costs is
esablished.

1. System Eatensions

Original Recommendation: The Bank should expedite work to develop
techniques for analyzing the economic validity of extending public power
supply to new areas, such as marginal zones of the cities, surrounding villages
or small towns or larger regions presently unserved.

Bank Response: The Bank agreed with the need to study this matter
6n a priority basis and to identify economic and social effects of system

extensions to smaller and less dense markets, with a view to finding practical
ways to improve cost/benefit techniques and also provide a sounder basis for
justifying departures from strict economic/financial pricing policies in order
to meet social objectives.

Review of Action: The Bank has carried out, on schedule, a major
research study of rural eec trification experience in El Salvador and produced
a number of internal instructions and papers relating to the economic justifi-

cation of such schemes._1/ Further field study is underway in connection with

a small rural electrification component to a power loan made to Ecuador in

February 1972. The major conclusions derived from these studies can be sum--

marized:

a) Rural electrification is best undertaken within the framework
of an integrated regional development program, and even in the
(usual) absence of such a program it is desirable to move as far as
possible to examining the potential in this broad context.

b) Successful village electrification normally requires that

the village average per capita income be above a particular

"threshold"level (for example, 050-60 in El Salvador in 19/2) at

which denand begins to develop, but growth in demand can be very
rapid and it is essential to focus on the prospects for this.

c) Economic benefits in excess of prices charged for power

(mainly increases in production made possible by power supply and

savings on alternative fuels) can and should b routinely assessed

for productive uses of electricity (such as irrigation, agro/village

industries, water supply works).

d) For household consumers, comparable benefits in excess of prices
charged (from savings on alternative fuels and greater value of

higher-quality energy) are so difficult to estimate soundly at

1/ Public Utility Note 6, "The Appraisal of Village Electrilication Projects"
(August 1, 1973), and IBRD Report No. 517, "Issues in Rural Electrifica-
tion" (July 24, 1974), distributed under Secretary's hemorandum SecN74-
636 of September 12, 1974.
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reasonable cost and may well normily be sufficiently sm ll that
revenue projections may generally he taken as a reasonable indicator
of gross benefits of such consumption, implying that elecOification
for householis alone in rural areas is generally unlikely to be
eco nomic.

e) It is essential to take a loug-run (20-year) rather than a
medium-run (5-year) term of analysis due to the importance in the
economic analysis of both 'the prospective growth of demand and of
possible scale economies from increasing network utilization.

f) Tariffs may be set below long-run marginal costs during the
early years because of the generally high initial investment costs,
the need particularly at first to promote the use of the service,
or social reasons (to help 5mall businoss and low-income failins),
but subsidies (or taxes) hould be made explicit and tariffs should
within five-ten years aim at reflecting the level and structure Of
long-run marginal Costs of sOpply in order to secure efficient
allocation of resources and to avoid inequities with the much larger
number of rural families in most d eV0eloping count ri CS who r cmain i

without electricity (probably still about 75% in the early 1980s).

g) Non-quantifiable benefits in excess of revenues (e.g. educa-
tional or other effects on househQold) may sometimes be sufficienly
significant to warrant undertaking a project whose incremental
return based on financial returns plus an allowance for productive
users' benefits (in excess of prices charged) is slightly below the
opportunity cost of capital, but this can only be a matter of
judgent.

The results of this research were only put into final form towards the end of
FY 1974, and none of the appraisals of projects approved by the Bank and IDA
in that year reflect any of this work. However, a preliminary appraisal,
giving special attention to economic justification and partially d raing on

the Bank's research, has been made of a major rural electrificacion pCoject
(involving many tubewells and agro-industry) in india. Direct applicaion of i2
search results is underway for a rural electriFication project being preprued in

Iran. Further projects are under active early consideration for Northeast
Brazil, Malaysia, Thailand and Tunisia. Efforts are also planned in 1975 to
examine the situation of rural electrification in poorer countries, especially
in Africa, to see whether the approaches so far developed can be applied
directly or whether further research is required. Bank/IDA financing for
several African rural electrification projects is envisaged for later years,

2. New Connection Policies

Original Recommendation: The Bank should try to assess, in the
economic evaluation of power projects at both the selection and appraisal
stages, whether utility policies regarding the connection of new customers
and extension of distribution systems are satisfactory in the sense that they
respond to any opportunities that may exist for accomplishing significant
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d velopment benefits from spreac of electrification -- for exinple, increw: a' pefficiency o small industry or aiding production and education in rura] and
marginal urban areas.

.bank e pnePOPP: The Bauk stated that the necessary judgments would
be made in the course of appraisal missinos and that they would be aided by
the results expected from the research discussed under Recommendation I which
would be disseminated among the staff as and when available.

Review of. Action: The Bank's own research and India's experience
of rural electrification do indicate that the application of electricity for
agricultural and industrial purposes in particular can bring substantial
development benefits. However new conection policies do not yet appear to
be assessed by appraisal mission, for power projects generally, and few
appraisal reports have even given a projection of the number of new consumers
empected to be connected. This may in part reflect the very low share of
distribution in recent power leading and the fact that son loans have been ta
bulk suppliers, although, from the point of view of project justification and
utilization, new connection policies of ultimate retailers would seem to
warrant attention, whatever the Bank is directly helping to finance.

Now appraisal reports are beginning to give projections of the
number of new crsumers expected and appraisal guidelines are being riyseIsd
to require collection of basic data on new connection policies and charges,
at least in cases Were this is reasonably easy because the borrower i sub-,
stantially involved in dirtribution as well as in gcueration sod transmission-
in the case of countries where tbore are numsrous power utilities or Were
the Bank's mai borrower is a bulk generation and transssion company. this
work will probably only prove possible in the coarse of sector studie,
Experience in the assessment of thee data will have to be doveloped, but
rigorous application of the new approach adopted to economic evaluation of
public utility projccts, emphasizing the relationship between mar:inal costs
of supply and charges, but also incorporcaing development benefi s, should
eventually enable the Bank to advise its borrowers constructively on whether
the pace of connection of new consumers should, from the economic point of
view, be accelerated or reduced.

Consideration is being given to an effort in FY 1976 to develo
Bank familiarity with, and policy on, the special problem of now conneticon
policies in marginal urban areas, where electrification may be very worth,
while economically but unattractive financially due to the difficulty of
obtaining adequate customer capital contributions from these typically poor
areas and of subsequently charging there tariffs different from those in the
rest of the urban area.

3. elfelp_ for DistributionExpansion

Originallecommedation: The Bank should encourage country author-
ities and power companies to find appropriate institutional mechanisms for
mobilizing self-help efforts in distribution expansion.
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reliability standards to be reta nd fOr lague inerconnected systens as well
as some crucial economic indicators to be comsidered in the selection of a

particular reliability slamdard, The Bank states that many other borrowenrs
have been increasingly adopting computerized system-planning models which deal

explicitly with the probability of load shedding and facilitate consideration'

_1/ Public Utilities Note 3, "Generating Plant Reserve Margins" (June 20, 1973)
See also Annex I to Public Utilities Research Report 3, "Framework for
Electricity Tariff Studies" (March 18, 1974).
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of alternative standards of bulk supply reliability.l/ The hank staff has
continned to review these matLrs in connection with lending operations on

thr basis of experience and jIgient, but it is doubtful who er they arc

getting more systematic attentLLn than in the past and it cannot be said

that appraisal reports yet carry explicit statements of the risk of feilure

to supply.

Relative neglect of these matters may be justified by the fact that

many of the more important Bank borrowers of recent years have been suffering
shortages, more or less severe, of generating and bulk transmission capacity

and (although this does not generally show in the forecasts beyond a few

years out) some may well be expected to continue to do so, with the now
prospects, especially in some cases, of more rapid growth of demand for
electricity, followio the increase of oil prices, and higher costs to meet

it. Yet thorn seems to be general agreement on the importance of tiis

subject and the worth of trying to give it more sysLematic ettention. The

Mexican study, referred to above, is being summarized for circulation, and
appraisal guidelines are being revised to refer more fully to the problem.
The difficulty is always in estimating the costs to the economy of any

particular lowering of standards; the corresponding savings in power system

costs are not difficult to calcula.e Even with this difficulty, the bomk

has suge sted 2/ that ostimates be made, for consideration in connectio with

tariffs at system peak, the adequacy of load-shedding arrangemeats and the

general circumstances of the country, of

(a) the savings in system costs that would result from
adoption of the next lower standard of bulk supply reliability

than the one proposed,
and

(b) the corraepondinp amounts (or additioral amounos) of
load shedding that might be required if this lower standard

were applied.

It would seem, in light of the importance of tie subject and its significeane

in any investment planning, that appraisal reports should indeed give an

explicit statement of "the risk of failure to supply implied in project

proposals", citing the reserve criterion used in planning, and translating
this into a probability distribution for different amounts/duraLions of oad

shedding for the particular system in question; with the apparent wide spread
of system planning models now, this should not be difficult, it would present

information in a form directly comparable among countries and projects,

_1 The Bank is considering propagation of one such model itself. See below,
Section 11.

2/ Public Utilities Research Report 3, "Framework for Electricity Tariff
Studies" (March 18, 1974).
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and its systematic use would so n lead to a better understnding of the
mocter and, probably, better planning, more adjusted to the eaonomic circu-
stances of different countries.

5. Distribut ion Reliabilgitv gandards

Oni: 1 al Recr mnda ton: Distribution standards should be subjecrd

to the same treatment as mentioned above for Ceneration and Transmission, and
the Bank should encourage borrowers to carry out systematic studies to opti-
mize distribution standards to local conditions.

Bank espnse: The Bank cpresscd general agreement with thesce

'propositions and, emphasizing again. some of the technical difficulties
involved, referred to planned research to be undertaken.

Review of Action: A useful note has been prepared on the aspects
that need to be examined by appraisal and other technical missions,l/ and
most of the planned renarch (prticulnarly covering European practices) h's

been carried out. An optimization study, of approximately the natnre
suggested in the evaluation repo t, was called for by the bank in croncction:

with the April 1973 lowi for the Istanbul Distribution project.

The work so for done in or for the Bank su'gests that there may be
significant scope for saving on costs simply to reach presently itendd
staudards in many develaping countries, by improvnents in sstem and palan

design; further savings should be possible by lowering the planning standard.
There is considerable ierest in this subject within the Baok. It is

envisaged that some specific studies may he underta a by Bnk staff to seek

scope for reducing the cost of distribution, parLicularly an East African
review partly siumrlated by concern abat the Possibili ty of distribution

standards presently being excessive in ZWire. A conultant study focugsing

on this aspect has been underway in Chana, at the initiative of th Ghrnain

authorities, with a view to preparing a project for submission to the Bank.

The Bnak's Research Comittee has auLorized an extension of tic general
rescarch so far done to include two case studies (one now underway in Mexico)

and the preparatio of guidelines to judge the adequacy of distributien plans
and the benefits of alternative standards.

6. Urban Context

Origj.oel Ircegn'endatigan: Appraisal and sector reports could usefully
consider power in i .ts urban context and treat explicitly the question of

balance between power and othe services and facilities in terms of the quan-
tity and quality of their supply.

1/ Public Utililties Note 4, "Standards of Urban Electricity Distribution",

(June 28, 1973).
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w n care they Unuld he given special treatmrnl, -~ as was boiog done -t the
trn in a particully inensiva effort on ,itnul, irvlv seveIC ln

tor di ferent servicus v&d nutuer1is studies. Ko al ly, it was IL, WK
issues would be Mreated in tle aik's oprations at the time of devel ping
the country lending program and in discusions wh Governments as to appro-

priate projects for Bank consideration.

Review of Action: Several cases of imbalance of urban servtice,

witi powe'r' bein sconsistntly smore plentifu l and better in quality Nolq other

-s rico s (at icularly wateor), without any clem: economic jusKific ui', have,
been encomitered by the OperatGis Ev~Luaim aupartmnt To iHs work 0n
completed ;Ln .assisted project2s It does seca that a problew has existed,

at least in the pa'st2, and' Lhere is no reason to suppose it c-s not ecinu.:

But ther- is no easy soluton, and Lho evaluntin report recounAti , , V
pirobaby overumplifed Appri i is real Y o0 o late a sag fLOr nhesujeCt
to be 1.t useful considered, More I findentPy, wil e the O"o c':

view" is very K~prn=L it requires sectoda sPouints to denvelop nd Casi
Rmas of imorP the di11eret services to dilleronet tndna, n& 1 '

satisfactory vay Qg yet I en oni o& VVICula inn cost-benefit ratice or-,
economic returns fully c:omp a beten secte;rp. Perhapso the bes tiL can

be said in that Bank prora - 1 o rs shoul d b0 (are ta on L P hts
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bl1. c in sra - a oply.

OriV na Recmenati: The Bank should fur thr increasete

attention given In r ". L y ir- t o tariff structums, systemaU ally an'lyzi2

wherever possible the etent to which tariffs charged to dificyent conumt

groups reflect social mar;inal costs so that deviations may be explicitly

justified in terms of (a) effective means of taxaion of ilastic 2co11sume.r.,

(b) subsidies warranted to induce consumption hcause of resultant economic

benefits or (c) price disorLions clsewhere in the economy.

Bank Resnonse: The Bank accepted this recommendation and pl2,nned

research, cae7 stuidies and production of appropriate guidelines, but it-

stressed, as an obstacle to progress, the shortage of qualified people in the

Bank and in borrowing institutions to work on these problems.

Review of Action: With the aid of Cosultants the Bank has

produced research papers 1/ of particularly high quality in this area,

1/ Principally, Public Utilities Research Paper 1, "Economic Analysis of

Electricity Pricing Policies: An InLroduction" (January 9, 1974) and

Research Paper 3, "Framework for Electricity Tariff Studies" (March 18,
1974); also Public Utility Note 14, "Incremnental Cost Pricing for Utiliies"'
(January 16, 1975).
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ariff, proiute t,Ith finning of invem , mainenLnce Of s"

balance ao uiity serv0ices na Covernm.n r.vemp nd barrGO.. noR
show a very wide divmiAty of performance in this respctL,

g e Stressing haaUl lows btwen Govrnment n
power compn , l s int ernl cash qor n( Au su titutji for U.o n-
ment capital c nt ibutions, sonuld ad could g ite evily be c Ci1 01.
assessment of the fiscal effects of borrowers' opera ins, the ank p1ned1
to prepare intructions on this subject.

Review nf t : Fiscal aspnots were refeed to, and pro''nd
for review byy( o ional m isin 3s, in the previously mntioned Public Utility
Note 5 issued in 1973, bu shorg I of staff lad to postonemcot of Lh
plancd revision of the appraisal chclist in Mich this ma ter was to be
inco.poraled, and recent appraisal reports on power projec3 have not inc Aled
the proposed special para'rnph -- althonh there appears to be a lag nOUn
of agreement that this would be quit fesihJe nd useful, and tleo- micS-
Lion project appraisal reports have begun to in clude sch a discussion. The
Bank has contionani to Winervenc on this matter, in some cases uggesting
payment of taxes or dividends bv the utilitie to Governmr't (e.g. Etiopin
and Ghana) and in ohe r ccor'ending or accepting exoption rom suclh
payments as a means to improve company profitability (c.g. Philippines and1
Iceland). More general draft insructios, of more elaborate nature, have
recently been prepared for the handl2ofin" ' his aspect in all projects, not
only those in power.1/ it remains true that a good starting point, not
difficult, would be a simple prcscIltation in apprailsa reports of the variovs
aggregate flows (or subst itutes of floos) between Covernment (or Goverrnents, i
the case of counr'ies wiLh ederal syslams) and power company, perha p Ah so
comparative figtes from other power compaies or okhei sectors in t 1:0e cn
try; some consideration might also have to be giver to ir tornalied Ai.i ;s,
e.g. out of revenues from existing ura consumers to finance nvestmnt in Yu7al
ccnnections, a financing fom favored in the Bank's report on Rural Elccrifiation

1/ "Pricing and Cost Recovery cf PuOlic Sector Projects", July 1974,
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than the avc=al rate of return an assets, and include in appraisal repnnn

simpje taBe showing the trends of selected indirors over past yeam;: in
the case of serious problems, performanc targets for fio iTwure could 5

agreed upon during loan negotiations (alonng Aiti specifc steps or staiS to
attain thew) umd nzVularly checkmd by prOject SperVisina min~sons,

2ndlfl0 1s V Th BAm agreed that there larsgo poteN&I,
bemefits 0o Qe b und from mrsystemw!ic use of tec&ica aml fia", C
perforympe indicators althog at bt tim it eme to Hhink ofhe ue
for purposes of I0nod co-pVion Hetee contriha, -o uner e betA
existing SitAtion, rathe than Ws 0ae or t1pt IV ingA : rOvens

Actig: Istrutiono for tV syspeotie use fsc
indcao i agaja rPres, 11ling yor P1r ato of ( 2rvn v

woni ine nr unn ere 103AVi Pre projects ior wp;A
uVe m ue i S( 17,mnhabmapr ed by thN Lioman W h arp

reuer 1onl for Vqm (in 0? i)oroi follikv:1 O YAtructins s
too compehesivey --- jent : as pat valurs mv Tin for lR dilemcv

items, bWt no lnm to or projected valuE alp Ahow. in mWARVed
an lAborate A oA AcAio" was deVelored for !h -mp:ome a 'V u
utility in paracuaor dMtienCK 4(P Q in 1n An. A: IteWKt i
1973) and uns prusnstd in tf -. mi7sal report: in res m5e LO the 1 P(Ave
Directors' requesi d-ing diAussion of Phe povrosed endit a pwwrpre izpre
after one yemr Wns circulte to the Diayectors in id1974. Tp "Plan "k AcHO
gave time tnrgets ith reCr to CO-apliKon o& c-- :n snepv Val sPOdis, but'
no numeri Cal specif!icrato f the ovnall myovn tsK in pefmnc exe
for the operating raio) thAt were expected Lo req V,

Thr appearsI to be upnmous ageetin prncIl tot grcnher
use of effic'ency maicators and u Ats oulA be useful :m EVA POW=: enra-
tions, and a growi'n, convergence of view tAv informal agrenent with VWe
borrower at the tim oA loan negotitions an target valuas for a few (say 10-
15) indicators is -rthwhile even when there are not serious probles, Yneure

appraisal reports may be expected normally to contain such perfomance indicaos.

11. PowerPlnnnin Units

Original R ecommendation: The Bank should give more attention in
sector and appraisal missions and institution-building efforts to the fune-
tional adequacy of utility and national power planning units,

l_/ Public Utility Guidelines 3, "Guidelines for Project Monitoring System for
Public Utilities Projects" (November 8, 1973).
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I/ The Bank did recently issue a useful note on financial auditing: Publc
Ulity Guidelines 9, "Ilustrative Audit Report for a Pcor Company"'
(November 15, 1974),

2/ IBRD Report No. 477, "Prospects for the Developing Coatries" (July 8,
1974).
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I/ IBRD Report No. 477, Backgroind Paper V, "SfctIorl A 2dju stment toi
Energy Costs" (July 8, 1974).

2/ See original evaluation report, 1BD Report No. Z-17, "Oeration,
Evaluation Report: Electric Power".
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the Bank Group.
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results (as for system extensions and new connection policies) or in respect
of implementation of the few direct improvements proposed (such as wide use
of efficiency indicators and.targets, and standard discussion of fiscal
aspects of power borrowers' operations). Only with regard tothe recommenda-
twons on tariff structures, distribution standards and use of shadow prices,
among the evaluation report's economic suggestions, has any broad pattern of
relevant operational activity begun to be visible.

The main reason for this apparent gap between principles and
practice seems to be inevit'able time lag, especially in view of the rather
undeveloped nature of many of the original recommendations themselves,
somewhat exacerbated by a shortage of economists in the relevant period to
work on operational application of the ideas emerging from research. -Most
of the projects approved for Bank/IDA support in FY 1974 were appraised 9-18
months after the original Evaluation report was issued in final form, but
its appearance had first to be followed by discussion of the validity and
significance of its recommendations and then by continuation or commencement
of work to produce the needed research or, even in the case of the relatively
simple "directly applicable" suggestions, more elaborated instructions. As
regards the projects, they may have been appraised well after the report's
appearance, but initial work on them by the Bank or consultants, even more
by the borrowers, would have started several years before -- and some of the
points raised in the evaluation report really need to come into considera-
tion at those earlier stages of project preparation if they are to be very
useful. So, in one sense, it is too early to have expected readily visible
widespread reflection of the evaluation report's concerns in actual lending
operations; changes over the last ine months alone show that the situation
is very much evolving.

Other important factors have undoubtedly been the sheer difficulty
of recruiting people with the competence and experience to work on electric
power economics and the partial diversion of available capacity that became
necessary late in 1973 to assess the implications for borrowing countries of
the drastic changes in oil prices that then occurred. These did undoubtedly
hamper the transposition of research results into practical guidelines, effec-
tive review of power appraisal reports from the economic point of view and,
most important of all, practical demonstration, in real cases, of the methods
and procedures proposed. By the end of 1974 the staffing situation seems to
have somewhat improved as a result of both recruitment and reduction of the
work pressures brought by the initial impact of the "energy spirit". But
even when power economics gets it full planned complement of six or seven man-
years under present budgetary ceilings, and taking account also of the quite
tight budgetary limits on engineers and financial analysts, resources will not
permit to apply across the board all the innovations and new emphases developed.
Nor should they. To get a good allocation of the resources that are available
the departments responsible are planning to develop a system for early identi-
fication of the key qualitative objectives of lending operations in power. For
this to work effectively as a means for applying and spreading the knowledge that
the Bank has accumulated in areas that were identified in the evaluation report
as of special importance for development, it will be essential to identify
prospective power lending operations early, rather than, as occasionally happens
now, to bring them in to fill a gap in a country lending program.
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Qualitative objectives must be determined mainly by the 
needs of

the borrowing utility and, to a small extent, by the Bank's comparative

advantages within the field of power. But as the only part of the United

Nations significantly involved ` electric power, the Bank hap &lso somewhat

of a special and broad responsibility. Our impression remainsithat the

greatest general need of the borrowers, additional to those which the Bank

has long been trying to meet, is still on the side of distribution economics,

so stressed in the principal recommendations of the Evaluation Report, and

tariff structures -- which does not necessarily mean to say that the Bank

should swing its lending heavily toward distribution, although it certainly

seems likely that the share'of distribution in Bank lending and Bank-supported

projects may rise to higher proportions than attained in the early 
1970s,

but it does mean that an ability to provide convincing technical advice in

these fields will be very important. In the last two years the Bank has

made important advances on the economics of rural electrification and it

needs to complement these with further exploration of related issues, like

self-help organization, capital contributions, and distribution standards,

and, particularly, to apply and test in practice the research results already

reached. Excellent means, additional to lending operations, and comple-

mentary to them, to make the most of the experience gained should be to

introduce an EDI course in electric power, as is now firmly planned for

FY 1976, and to organize periodic seminars of senior power officials in

member countries, as is now intended; these seem particularly appropriate

functions for the Bank Group given its unique position in the U.N. system 
in

the power field.
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ADVISORY GROUP ON NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY STUDIES

ABSTRACT

The Bank agreed recently to lend the services of
Mr. Efrain Friedmann, Energy Adviser, Public Utilities,
to a Regional Economic Organization in order to help
formulate a project for advising countries in developing
energy policies. This note is the proposal developed by
Mr. Friedmann in this connection, as amended only to
eliminate any reference to the particular organization
which could lead to inadvertent use of its name in quoting
from this document.

This paper illustrates the kind of issues likely to
be encountered in formulating national energy policies,
as well as a possible model for marshalling and organizing
the resources required to deal and act upon them. Bank
staff asked for advice in related matters, either in inter-
national meetings or country work, might find some helpful
thoughts in it.

Prepared by: Efrain Friedmann



ADVM NEE POLICY STUDIES

General Just -a

1. Fecen. c nergy matters to the center of
the internationrc and political scenes. Large
increases in the price ples have put stress on the
balance of payment of y coun a a have forced a re-examination of
many economic and social programs. The world has been made acutely aware
of the severely adverse effects on many countries of rapidly escalating
prices for world oil t t stemming from a disruption in

world oil supplies. Concern of pe roleum exporting countries with regard
to the rate of deption o thir has provided a timely signal
to the rest of the world regardDi th need for finding and developing
new sources of supply. A a resul most countries have become urgently
concerned with the explration and development of their domestic resources,
with a more efficient use of enery d ith the longer term planning of
their economic and social developn in an environment characterized by
new and serious Until recently, oil and
other energy resuirces were readil a ble in world markets, and at

relatively low prices, so :- t cstraint of energy supplies on
economic growth were minimui The sit-,ation now is radically different
and unlikely to be reversed over the next several years.

2. The . amd uaat- N a".nal Energy Policies has
become an urgent nee loweer, his I a very complex economic, social,

political and technological endeavor requiring a host of professional
capabilities which are essential to evaluate intelligently alternative
strategies in tns of socio-economic costs and benefits, security of
supply, impact on rowth , em-p, inflation, environmental quality,
balance of payment,and ote ,r tcal parameters; and to recommend the
mandatory, market (pricin po e and other mechanisms which would

be required for their implementation.

3. Ultimate responsibility for carrying out energy studies and
formulating energy oicies can ory rest on National Authorities: in
some cases data myb of srategic or commercial value and cannot be

disclosed to foreign experts; in most cases policy decisions involve
inevitably political, security and value judgements not entirely quanti-
fiable and not amenable to objective outside evaluation. For these
reasons, the most appropriate role for technical assistance is that of
a Consultant Group ad-ising nati.on al policy-makers on how to carry out
the studies which thei consider of primary importance to them in
structuring their energy polici Obviously, implementation of this
role requires the use of high quality, specialized analysts - both

foreign and local - using the best techniques available in the field of
energy policy planning.



4. At this time very few countries have at their disposal the
data base, the methodology, the skilled manpower and the institutions
to handle these tasks; and when they do, their experience in using these
resources for policy formulation is recent and rapidly evolving and
improving.

5. The main objective of this project is to effectively assist
the countries of the Region in developing stronger national capabilities
for formulating optional energy policies and programs, by setting up an
International Advisory Group on Energy Experts (AGEE).

Composition and role of the Advisory Group of Energy Experts (AGEE)

6. The AGEE would be made up of about 6 to 10 top specialists in
the various disciplines required to carry out a comprehensive Energy
Policy study. These are briefly listed below:

i) Assessment of domesti energy supply ontions, Several experts
would be required to cover this field which involves the
technical, economic and environmental evaluation of various
strategies of domestic supply development. The experts should
be able to evaluate the quality of geological and generally
physical data on resources and the need for further exploratory
activities: the feasibility and costs of various production
programs;the impact of Government policies on the supply of
domestic fuels and sources of energy.

ii) Energy demand analysis and forecasting. Any study of energy
policy must begin with an analysis of energy demand and a
projection of future growth patterns. Most previous forecasts
have been simple extrapolations of past trends or have dealt
in simple structural relationships (e.g. gasoline consumption
and number of vehicles). This is not longer adequate, improved
forecasting requires the inclusion of anticipated structural
changes; various government policies regarding allocation of
fuels, conservation and environmental quality, and most
important at this time, price effects. Computer models can
be particularly useful for this area of analysis and their
applicability under the specific conditions of each country
should be pursued. The energy implications of various trans-
portation and urban development strategies, electrification
policies, industrial and agricultural policies will require
the participation in the Advisory Committee of 2 to 3
specialists in this field.

iii) Environmental assessment. The production and the use of
energy in its various forms has very important environmental
implications which need to be evaluated by an expert in this
field. The choice between economic growth (and particularly
energy growth) and a clean environment is by no means exclusive
or clear cut. Environmental objectives must be put in the
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framework of other national objectives such as economic
development, social welfare, security, freedom of choice,
etc. Many but not all the benefits and costs of various
alternatives are quantifiable in monetary or other ways
(life expectancy), but even a qualitative analysis can be
and should be made available to policy decision makers.

iv) Constraints, crosscut studies. Various energy policies,
especially in the short and medium term, may not be feasible
without the resolution of a number of shortages of skilled
manpower, manufacturing capacity and equipment, foreign
exchange, energy (), water (e.g. coal, shale), which need
to be solved by such measures as allocation, pricing policies,
emergency training, etc. Many of these involve difficult
government decdo. ( e g. water may need to be diverted from
agriculture to pining; steel from refrigerators to pipelines;
engineering students from industry to mining or geology, etc.).
The financial and foreign exchange requirements of revised
energy policies can be very large compared with past ones
which were based on much lower energy costs. A typical
example is a nuclear power plant which would require two or
three times the capital investment of an equivalent oil
burning facility. Many of these studies will result from
the analysis made under previous items but it is expected
that one specialist will be needed to integrate the infor-
mation and fill any gaps left.

v) Economic and social impacts. The choice of an appropriate
energy strategy is - complex undertaking. Its success cannot
be judged solely in tirms of energy objectives, it must be
judged also in term of its impact on other national goals
and priorities such as:

- economic growth
- employment (and unemployment)
- inflation
- balance of payments
- regional effects (e.g. depression of some activities,

stimulation of others)
- income distribution (e.g. fuel taxes), etc.

For the analysis of these effects at least one specialist and
the use of a computer model would be involved.

Modus Operandi

7. Initially only a "Core" of consultants would be set up con-
sisting of the Project Director and three specialists covering the basic
areas of Supply, Demand and Economic and Social impact analysis. This
group would contact severa gove nents of the Region interested in
developing a comprehensive Natio na Energy Plan. Priority attention
would be given to those countries suffering more severely from the
economic and social effects of the new high level of international oil



prices. The purpose of these discussions would be to reach a working
agreement with the various governments regarding the steps, preparation

and other actions required to study, formulate and implement a National

Energy Policy and Plan; and more specifically, regarding the assistance

to be provided by the AGEE in each step of the process.

8. The role of the AGEE would be eminently flexible, and responsive

to the host government's own conception of the problems to be examined
and the time-horizon of the study. Short, medium and longer term decision

and planning concerns would be accommodated and studies and schedules
appropriate to each case agreed upon. Having defined the various studies

with a selected group of countries, additional consultants will be added

to the "Core" mentioned in paragraph 7 above in accordance with the

specific needs and schedules of the various national studies.

9. During the two year duration of this project a significant number

of Regional participants will be trained in carrying out the analytical
and other tasks involved in Energy Policy studies through their collaboration

and interaction with the AGEE. These Regional specialists may therefore be

expected to continue this work in the future in their countries with only
occasional and very selective outside support. It is hoped that some of

them might eventually be incorporated in the Regional Economic Organization

to further pursue the role initially played by the proposed AGEE in other

countries which were not covered by this group during the two year period.

In any case, it is recommended that about six months prior to the end of

this project an evaluation be made in order to assess the advisability of

extending the program to other countries or to further advance it in those

already participating.

Summary of resources needed

10. As explained above it is proposed that a core of consultants be

established consisting of the Project Director and three top specialists
in the basic areas of Supply, Demand and Economic and Social impact studies.
In addition, as specified in paragraph 6, it will be necessary to call on
a variety of other skills tailored to specific country needs. This is

likely to involve an additional 72 man-months of consultants and 96 man-

months of the Regional Insitution staff. The project would of course

require funds for travel to the countries, or regional groups which may
be involved and for substantial periods in the field. On the average it

is estimated that there would be 30% of the time of the Group in the
field and about 6 trips per year. A summary table of the requirements
follows.



Two Year Program AGEE

man-months man-months US$

Core Group (h) h x 24 = 96 240,000

Various other Consultants = 72 180,000

Regional Institution profession
and support staff 4 x 24 96 240,000

Non-Professional
Research assistants and secretaries 80,000

Travel expenses
Tickets 70,000
Per diem 170,000

Computer services 100,000

All other 803.000

TOTAL 1,160,000

January 24, 1975
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMrNT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: M . M. L. Weiner DATE: January 22, 1975

FROM Lerdau

SUBJECT: Closing Report on Power Evaluation Recommendations (OED)

General Comments

1. This seems to me to be generally a very reasonable and constructive
report. Staff and budget constraints are explicitly recognized as causes for
lack of follow-up on some recommendations, while another recommendation is
recognized as having been "probably oversimplified". Some minor questions
of fact and of garbled text are noted below. One broader question, that I
feel doubtful about, is the basis for the statement - used throughout the
report - that "The Bank agreed" or "The Bank accepted this recommendation".
The report itself touches on this issue ratheTTlghtily; in the introductory
paragraphs it is merely said that

"(the Operations Evaluation Report) included certain suggestions
regarding future Bank activity in the field of electric power
which were discussed with the relevant operating departments
both. before and after presentation ... to the Executive Directors
and were in the main agreed to be worthy of pursuit."

Since I was not involved in power at the time, I do not know whether there
was as complete an absence of dissent as the report implies. Nor do I know
whether there were more formal processes by which "the Bank" decided to agree
to individual recommendations; if there were the report should certainly mention
them. But I do not consider this whole issue a very major one', given the
overall tone of the report.

2. One other general query pertains to the treatment that the sector
should be given in future. If one considers a closing report narrowly, one
may argue that it need only deal with the treatment that past recommendations
have received. But OED presumably has considerable freedom to determine what
a closing report should contain, and, when something as momentous as the ener'gy
crisis has intervened between the "opening" and the "closing" reports, should
not some of the premises of the former be re-examined in the latter?

3. The report backs into the issue very indirectly; it mentions that the
original recommendation that the Bank undertake a world-wide review of capital
requirements for power in LDCs was impossible to carry out because of budget
constraints. It also mentions that the increase in fossil fuel prices, will
make capital requirements for power an even more important issue than before.
It does not mention that if the original recomme'dation had been accepted, we
would now have a set of totally incorrect estimates. More important, it only
suggests in the most oblique way (page 16) that the decision to make power a
rapidly diminishing part of the Bank Group's lending, which was tentatively
endowed in the original report (see para. 7.28) bears re-examination in the
light of the new world situatiorif---
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Textual Comments

4. page 5. India rural electrification. Agro industries are not critical
to the project; electrification of tubewell pumpsets is.

5. page 11. The reference to Burma as a case where an appraisal dealt with
a borrower's tariff structure and the deviations between charges
to particular consumer groups and the cost of supplying them is
laudatory but misleading. There is no appraisal and no borrower.
There is only a sector survey, done by Bank staff, in which something
like this was indeed attempted.

6. page 11. The same goes for the reference to Burma in relation to the
use of shadow prices. And, in any event, the use of a 100% foreign
exchange premium there is more for testing sensitivity than for
serious shadow price work.

7. page 12. "The principle now seems to be firmer help from country
specialists in the choice of appropriate values." This is not
intelligible; might "firmer" originally have read Tor more"?

8. page 12. The recommendation that all financial flows between a
utility and government should be identified and put in the
context of the country's public finance seems sound. But it is
not noted in the report that in countries with federal systems,
such as India and Brazil, where our knowledge of state finances
- the unit of government that deals with power - is patchy or
negligible, it may not be feasible.

9. page 17. The discussion of the recommendation to encourage development
of strong central institutions in the power sector is confused.
Substantive reasons - sound investment (and financial) planning
and balanced plan implementation - are buried under entirely
secondary reasons, such as the staff time savings that would
result from making sector program loans, which in turn would be
possible if such strong central institutions existed. This
paragraph should be drastically rewritten. The reasons for pursuing
our CEA objectives in India might be introduced; they illustrate,
incidentally that we want such central institutions for policy
formulation purposes even when there is no question of nation-wide
programs to which Bank lending can be attached globally.

cc: Messrs. Willoughby /

van der Meer, o/r
Picciotto
Arnold



INTERNATIONAL DEVEL JENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION | RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. C. R. Willoughby (OED) DATE: February 5, 1975

FROM: A. D. Knox (LCPDR)

SUBJECT: Closing Report on Power Evaluation Recomendations
(Draft dated 12/15/74)_-

Further to your memorandum of January 20, 1975 we have now reviewed
your draft dated December 15, 1974. We note that a number of suggestions
made in our memorandum of October 24, 1975, signed by Mr. Blaxall, have
been incorporated in the revised draft. However, the following issues
have not been dealt with and can perhaps be reconsidered by you for inclusion
in the report.

Page 12, para. 8: Fiscal Contributions. In the case of "shadow
pricing", we feel the question of how entities should be compensated for
adopting solutions in the interest of the economy rather than their own
(and indeed the government's) financial benefit, should be dealt with.

Page 16, para. 14: World Trends in Power Financing. One of the
effects of the increase in fuel prices, namely that geothermal and hydro
installations (which involve greater capital investments) are becoming
more economically attractive, might be stated more explicitly. You have
referred to increases in capital investment while Bank's lending will
remain substantially at the same level. This has some significance in
relation to para. 18 and our earlier comments in that the proportion of
Bank lending may become a small part of total sector investment and our
leverage for institution building and sector reorganization miniial.

After further review of the report, we would like to make the
following additional points:

Page 16, para. 15: Sales of Participation. There are of course
other means of obtaining finance such as co-financing, parallel and joint
financing. Moreover the question of possible sales of participation is
one of general bank policy and is not specific to power lending. It thus
seems odd to find it discussed in a paper on power lending.

Page 17, para. 17: Power Institutions. We very much doubt whether
for the power sector there are significant savings in staff time resulting
from lending on a sector basis. With an entity which is not particularly
efficient there is some loss in discipline and for equivalent manpower input
supervision becomes extremely difficult in the light of the problems of
identifying project components. Of course, if the borrower were already
efficient, we would have to face the question of why we were lending in
the power sector at all. It is difficult to justify power lending just on
grounds of transfer of resources.

Page 18, para. 18: Unified Jurisdiction. We do not feel that the
Bank should in all cases insist on unified control of generation, transmission
and distribution and that the Bank's previous response that this point is

2/
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relevant in certain circumstances is the correct one. For future action
we feel the correct approach is rationalization of the sector in order to
obtain optimum efficiency including at the same time use of regional or
municipal organizations as appropriate.

Page 21, para. 1: Conclusions. We would appreciate information
on the systems being developed for early identification of key qualitative
objectives of lending in power.

Although the issue is not dealt with in the report, we feel in viewof its particular significance to this region and as related to the smallercountries in Central America it might be appropriate to make a reference tothe exchange of power between countries by means of network interconnections.
This is important in maximizing efficiency and minimizing investment
particularly where hydroelectric or geothermal resources may be concentrated
in specific countries.

CRDickensPncmrl

cc: Messrs. Alter (LCNVP)
Krieger (LClDR)
Wiese (LC2DR)
Rovani/Sheelian (PBP)

LA&C Files



INTERN ATIONAL DEVELOP TEN A HANK. FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIAT1ON REGNTRUCTON AND DEVELO'PMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. C. R. Willoughby, Director OED DATE: January 24, 1975

Through: Michael Wiehen, Acting VP EAN
FROM: Charles Morse (EAPPB)

SUBJECT: Closing Report on Power Evaluaion Recommendations

We have read your Closing Report on Power Evaluation Recom-
mendati.ons with interest. We are, of course, aware that this has been
under review for sometime and that both Public Utilities CPS and the
regional Public Utilities Divisions have had extensive discussions with
you on it.

We find the section dealing with system extensions, new con-
nection policies, tariff structures, training, and construction cost
estimates of particular applicability in the East Africa Region.

We are pleased to note in your conclusions that EDI will intro-
duce a course on Electric Power in 1976 and hope that it will be as
successful and repeated as frequently as their current water supply
course. There is also considerable advantage to be gained by periodic
seminars of senior power officials - and we would add middle-level officials
as well.

Your conclusion also makes the important point that it will be
essential to identify prospective power lending operations early, rather
than, as occasionally happens now, to bring them in to fill a gap in a
country lending program. The uncertainties on lending in the sector may
reduce the effectiveness of any constructive effort undertaken during the
preappraisal periods.

CMorse :aca
IBRD

cc: Mr. Adler (EAP)
Mr. Mackay (EAP)
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Mr. Warren C. Baum February 6, 1975

R. P. Sheehan

ClosinjL Report onPowerEvaluation agot, fenlaons

FIurther to Mr. Rovani's coments to you of January 17, 1975,
on the above report, we have now had the opportunity of reviewing it

thoroughly and have no comments of substance.

Mr. Willoupghby's Department has done an excellent job of

preparing this Closing Report: all of our points, as well as those of

the Regional Division Chiefs, have been taken into account and we are

pleased with the end result. We do have a few minor items of style
and language which we shall take up directly with Mr. Willoughby.

There is one matter to which I should like to draw your

attention: the report mentions several recent papers produced by the
Public Utilities Department, only one of which - "Issues in Rural

Electrification" - has been circulated to the Board. In this connection
we have been discussing the advisability of giving the Executive Directors

a copy of our documents series index at the forthcoming seminar with the

Board on the Research in the Electric Power Field. Do you have any views?

RIJSheehan:smo

cc: Mr. Willoughby



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOP ~ INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR NTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. C. R. Willoughby DATE: February 7, 1975

FROM: WarrenC. Baum

SUBJECT: Closing Report on Power Evaluation Recommendations

We have reviewed the above report. It is a very good one,

which reflects an effective collaboration between your Department,

CPS and the regional staff. We have no further comments of substance

on it.

WCBaum: rma

cc: Mr. Knapp
Mr. Shoaib
Mr. Rovani/Sheehan

Mr. van der Tak/Armstrong



Mr. w. C. Baum and Regional Vice Presidents January 20, 1975

C. R. 4illoughby, Director, Operati ns Evaluation Departzwnt

C1sing Report on Power Evaiuation Recomendations

I want oapoogize for any contusim caused by the fact that
this report, although dated Decemaber 13, appears in fact never to have
been distribubed, due to oversight in this Department.

Most o the intended recipients have, I believe, by now received
the paper, but flr those addreseees who have not I am herewith attaching a
ecopy .

In view of the delay we have of course t- extend the period for
comenta, and I hope that you would be able to send me any you wofTuld have
before close of business, February 6.

Attachmen t
Cla il oughby/aga

cc: Messrs. Knapp
Shoaib
lovani
Sheehan
Beach
Dickenson

Morse
ibi

Warf -rd
Fitedmann)
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ICR!NDMITAL COST PRICNG

30R UTILITIES

ABSTRACT

Utility pricing in North America has generally been
based upon overall financial considerations, uith the rega-
latory review concentrated upon rate leels rather than upon rate
structures. This emphasis is now changing. As an example, the
M~Ic Wivce Comission of Wisconsin has issued a decision which

requires Madison Gas & Electric Company to use long-run incremental
costs as a basis for development of its electricity tariff structure.
A snamary of the main points of the decision is given as part of the
Bank developlag emphasis on marginal costing for utility rates.

Prepared t Robert Smith

January 16, 1975



INCREENTAL COST PRICING FOR UTILITIES

Decision of the Public Service Commission
of Wisconsin in the Madison Gas and
Electric Company Case - August 8, 1974

1. In the past the regulatory process in North America emphasized
rate levels rather than rate structures. This has now tended to change
because of the "energy crisis" and in the Madison case rate design was
a significant issue.

2. The original application for an increase in rates was filed in
March 1972 and amended in August 1972 to request an interim increase. An
interim order was issued in October 1972. Further hearings were held in
October and December 1972 and in February 1973 temporary rates were estab-
lished. Further hearings were held in August 1973 and January 1974 in
connection with electric rate design, followed by briefs, oral argument
and the decision of August 8.

3. Evidence on rate structure was an important part of this proceeding
and the c se came to be considered as "a national test case on electric rate
design". 1 The result is additionally interesting in that the Chairman and
one Commissioner concurred, with the third Commissioner dissenting, so that
alternative points of view are presented within the one decision.

4. The rate principles adopted in the decision are summarized as
follows:

(a) iong-run incremental cost (LRIC), as defined by expert
witnesses, provides a reasonable approximation to marginal
costs.

(b) Implementation of pricing on the basis of LRIC requires
that rates charged peak customers exceed those charged
to off-peak customers. Full peak-load pricing, including
different day- and night-time rates, can be adopted for
large customers. For smaller customers, cost of metering
is a deterrent factor, but experimentation should be
carried out.

(c) Elasticity of demand is an important consideration in rate
design in conjunction with LRIC pricing, and information
should be developed on this.

- Chairman Eich's term.
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(d) It is reasonable to recover all customer-related costs
through a fixed charge, preferably in the first block.

(e) I/Flat rate design is a proper means of recovering energy
and demand costs.

(f) Winter/summer rate differentials provide a reasonable first
step toward implementation of peak-load pricing.

(g) The shift of responsibility from energy charges to demand
charges is cost justified and reasonable.

(h) The use of much more precise tine-differential pricing to
charge fully for costs of capacity is essential to meet
modern cost conditions and to give full effect to marginal
cost pricing. This should be accomplished through prompt
and energetic experiment.

5. The new residential rates, compared with those previously approved,
give an interesting illustration of the end result of these principles.

1970 New Rates
Residential (Rg - 1) Rates Winter Summer

Fixed Charge - per month $0.75 $1.50 $1.50
First 100 Kwh " 2.85o%h2.50Oqrh 2.50c/Kwh
Next 400 Kwh " 2.03 " 2.20 " 2.20 "

" 500 Kwh " 2.03 " 2.20 " 2.20 "
" 500 Kwh 1.56 " 2.20 " 2.20 *

Over 1,500 Kwh " 1.56 " 1.50 " 2.20 "

Long-Run Incremental Costs

6. The use of LRIC's was argued in the concurring opinion of the
Chainan and the dissent of Commissioner Padrutt.

The Chairman, in support, states:-

"Electric rate structures have traditionally been
based on declining block schedules which incor-
porate a form of quantity discount pricing -- the
more units (kilowatt hours) used, the lower the
unit price. The central economic assumption
underlying the declining block rate structure is
that the cost of a utility's generating and trans-
mission capacity is a fixed cost, and, as elec-
tricity output increases, this fixed cost will be

In the context of the facts of this case, LRIC's being neither
increasing or decreasing.
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spread over more units and thus the average cost
per kilowatt hour (Kwh) will decline as larger
quantities are consumed.

There is little doubt that an additional (and
intended) function of such a structure has been
to promote greater usage of electricity. The
period during which declining block structures
were developed was, after all, a period when the
policy of government and the utilities alike was
one of promoting the widespread and ever-growing
use of electricity. It should be obvious that
those days are gone -- probably forever, yet
electric rates are still structured to encourage
the use of additional electricity during maximum
or peak usage periods, and it is precisely such
usage that spearheads the need for additional
generating capacity, with all of the attendant
economic, environmental and social costs. That
is what this case is all about -- the need to
revise these outdated rate structures to reflect
current demand and the true costs of meeting that
demand.

To this end, we have adopted the concept of long-
run incremental cost as the touchstone of our
rate-making policy, and have established a pre-
sumption that rate differentials which benefit
large-volume users (e.g. declining block rates)
are generally not justified; and in the future it
will be incumbent upon those utilities advocating
retention of such rate design features to clearly
demonstrate their cost justification".

Commissioner Padrutt, in opposition, states:-

"It should be emphasized over and over again that
in its legislative inception, its administrative
application and judicial development, regulatory
policy contemplated making available to all who
required it as much energy as was reasonably
needed, regardless of time of day or season of
year, at the lowest possible price consistent with
the financial integrity of the utility supplier of
the service.

The doctrine, which may be termed the heart and
soul of regulation, epitomises the only energy
policy we have known. It is still the governing
policy today. All of the discussions thus far,
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The dissenting Commissioner considered that the convenient matching
of LRIC based revenues and financially based revenue requirements, was too
convenient to be believed and that LRIC costs had been based on a pre-
determined end result -- thus the base was infirm. There is no doubt that
economies of scale are not as great as they were, particularly in generation,
and may even have "reversed", so that a "balanced" situation may not be too

surprising, (inflation having again been removed), though the vunerability
of cost allocations to end result predetermination cannot be denied.

However, even if the LRIC calculations had not "matched" the
revenue requirements, this would not have been a reason for ignoring them,
although some adjustments may have been necessary, particularly if a revenue
short-fall might have resulted.

The Wisconsin Decision is significant reading for those interested
in utility rates. In due course the actions taken by the Commission should
also provide some interesting statistical information in areas such as demand
elasticity.

A copy of the Decision is available and may be obtained from
Miss P. Peter -- Room D-758.

RSmith:cft

January 16, 1975
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